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Amon J. Fortner’s - Misc.  Writings
Fortner Family Herritage - Two

This is a good photo of Amon J. Fortner (1877-1953) and Dora E. Fortner (1884-1951) a few
years after they purchased the property for “The Little Ozarks”.
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A MESSAGE FROM
Roger D. Fortner

After putting the Fortner Family Heritage book together, I decided to put as many of
Amon J. Fortner’s writings that I could find together in a separate book because he wrote so
much.  The oldest three articles were written for industry magazines on engineering.  Later on he
wrote about family and life, just skip the first section if you want to, but don’t miss out on his life
experiences in the second section.  It is possible that I will include some of the same stories both
in this book and “Fortner Family Heritage” because of my memory or the importance of family
life in it.   If you can contribute information that I have not included, please let me know and we
can include it in a future edition.

Before getting into his writing, I will begin with a short letter written to Amon by Lucile
Morris Upton, the editor of the Waste Basket newspaper column in Springfield, Missouri.  This
column was a place where Ozarks history and interest could be displayed.  It’s slogan was:

THE  WASTE  BASKET
INTO  WHICH  ARE  OFTEN  TOSSED  THINGS  WORTHWHILE

SPRINGFIELD NEWSPAPERS
Springfield, Missouri
October 7 1949

Dear Mr. Fortner: Thanks very, very much for the lovely "Autumn Leaver."  I do so much
appreciate your sending it to me.  I also was very much interested in the story of Mr. Bixler.

You and my mother should get together on the Poke-berry question.  She has a clump in
our garden that she defies anyone to cut down.  We have had a lot of fun - as you noted about
yours, also - watching the birds harvest the berries.

You asked about whether I preferred the California or Ozarks slant to your columns.  I
like 'em as they are!  I think the combination probably makes your most popular columns, but
everything you write is interesting.  Personally, I enjoy very, very much your accounts of how
you have transferred a slice of the Ozarks to California.

With every good wish to you and yours -- and my sincere thanks for your continued inter-
est in the Waste Basket.

Sincerely,
Lucile M. Upton
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Now here is a story about the Fortners by Viola Hartman that was published in the White
River Valley Historical Society, it has been republished several times over the years.   -   R.D.F.

INTRODUCTION TO AMON J. FORTNER
WHITE RIVER VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Volume 7, Number 11 - Spring 1982

Amon Jesse Fortner, by Viola Hartman

Amon Jesse Fortner was a writer of Ozark history and folklore.  He was one of the three
surviving children of Jacob and Malissia Hopper Fortner, born February 4, 1877 in the Turkey
Creek Valley of Taney County, Mo. on the land homesteaded by his parents in 1870.

The given names are not common.  However, the same combination was that of the Fort-
ner’s neighbor to the east, Dr. A.J. Storms who homesteaded there about the same time.  It is an
interesting coincidence and just possibly the boy was delivered by and named for that stalwart
soldier from North Carolina who was later to own some of the Fortner lands and to become the
benevolent benefactor and financial giant of the Town of Hollister, Mo.

Amon's grandmother, Malinda Fortner, home - steaded there in 1867, receiving her patent
in 1873 and built a small log cabin fourteen feet square with a roof of handmade shingles, a
plank floor containing a fireplace and one door.  The site of this elementary home is the north
edge of the railroad overpass in Hollister.

The "Honeymoon Cab-
in" Amon’s father built
was constructed of poles,
chinked with clay and
held together with
square, iron nails.  It had
a dirt floor, a flat roof,
three sides and no win-
dows.  An iron pot
swung on a chair sus-
pended from the roof in
front of the opening.
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A huge log fire burned beneath it night and day, serving a threefold purpose; it heated the room,
cooked the meals and kept away the wild animals.  Years later, Amon was to recall that his fa-
ther, not an enthusiastic woodchopper, kept the blaze going by the addition of huge logs brought
to the blaze with a minimum of personal effort.  Jacob would wrap a chain around a downed tree,
and, attaching it to the yoke of the family’s team of oxen, drag it to the fire, always keeping a
backup log in reserve.  "Then mother would say, ‘chunk up the fire, Jake,’ and father would poke
the second log into position.

For two years this dwelling was home for four persons, the couple and the two daughters
of the bride by a former marriage until Malissia finally prevailed on her husband to build a more
substantial home.  It stood a few yards uphill from Malinda’s home, near the spring on what is
now the east bank of the railroad right-of-way south of the Missouri Pacific depot.

Picturesque though it was, the rude shelter was not the dream home of Malissia, who had
been accustomed to a better life as the daughter of Clemmon and Icyphenia Hopper, one of the
early families to settle in Mincy, Mo.  (It was Clemmon who became the first postmaster and had
the general store there and who was also an organizer and elder of The Mincy Valley Baptist
Church of Christ, established at Mincy in November of 1871.)  According to her son, Malissia
hated the place and referred to it as "The Old Railpen."

Jacob contracted malaria and both he and the children suffered chills and fever each fall.
Malissia was in poor health, also, losing several babies prematurely.  Conditions went from bad
to worse and they were unable to farm the forty acres of their homestead.  When Amon devel-
oped polio, Jacob and his wife made the decision to try the healing waters of the medicinal
springs south of the Missouri/Arkansas border.

Following Malinda’s death in 1881, the Fortner family, Jacob, Malissia and their chil-
dren, Tom, Clemmie and Amon, moved to the newly developing town of Eureka Springs, Ark.
The children of Malissia, Rozella and Theodosia remaining with the Clemmon Hopper family.

They had neither money, food nor prospects.  Their only item of value was a cow which
they traded to a Mr. Phelps for passage to where they hoped would be a new lease on life--or at
least an opportunity to make a living.  They had barely enough clothes to cover themselves and
their only possessions consisted of a rifle, some old covers, a three-legged iron skillet with an
iron top having a ring it its center and a hook for lifting it off and a coffee can containing flour
and a coffee pot.  There was a tiny wooden chest containing the few personal things Malissia had
managed to save.

When the family arrived in Eureka Springs, Fortune managed a frosty smile of welcome.
Jacob found a job at Mrs. Massmain’s lumber yard paying 50¢ per day and his meals and Powell
C. Clayton, Arkansas all-powerful moving force of the era, permitted them to live in the various
squatters shacks dotting his real estate holdings until the lands were sold for development.  At
one period Jacob did buy three city lots with an old house on it, for the princely sum of $100.00,
payable at $5.00 down and $2.00 per month but even that proved to be beyond his financial capa-
bilities.
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Tho times were hard and Jacob a quiet, deeply-religious man, there were still instances of
fun in the Fortner’s lives.  Amon related one example when his father brought home a small kit-
ten for the children.  "It was coal black, he wrote, "with beautiful white stripes."  Malissia was
horrified.  "Jake, have you gone plumb crazy bringing that polecat here?"  But Jacob, unper-
turbed, explained the "problem" of such pets had been corrected and the animal became a mem-
ber of the household, "setting up its headquarters in an old cast iron stove outside."

Shortly after, the two boys took their pet over to the Basin Spring Park, one of the favor-
ite places of the invalids who came to "take the waters."  When the little black kitten was ob-
served in the five-year old’s arms, pandemonium reigned and as Amon wrote,  "Some of these
‘helpless’ cripples were so eager to get going that they forgot all about the canes and crutches
and developed most amazing and unknown powers of speedy locomotion.  As an outstanding ex-
ample of ‘miraculous healing’ that afternoon’s performance was probably never again equaled in
the entire history of Eureka Springs--and that ‘miraculous healing’ wasn’t all due to Basin
Springs water, either!

They remained in Eureka Springs, ekeing out a precarious living until work gave out and
they had to move again, this time from the top of one of the highest mountains in town on which
the great Crescent Hotel was soon to stand.  So Jacob, seeking more stable employment, headed
north--on foot, to the little community in Lawrence County, a few miles east of the Missou-
ri/Kansas border where lead and zinc had just been discovered.  The land belonged to Mr. G. E.
Rinker and it was he who gave Jacob a job--this one paying $2.00 per day.

This little place which was to become the Town of Aurora, grew to a booming mining
camp where the ore lay close to the earth’s surface to be picked and shoveled under the warm
blue skies of the Ozarks region.  It was before the days of modern machinery and all work was
done by hand.  Here a man with a handful of tools, small grubstake and an affinity for hard work
could obtain a lease on whatever amount of ground he felt he could handle and have an opera-
tional mine.

Jacob had neither tools nor grubstake but was willing to do whatever work his new em-
ployer desired.  So it was that, taken out to the orchard, given a shovel and told to "see what you
can do,"  Jacob put his strong muscles into action and within ten minutes time located lead ore
just six inches beneath the soil.  "Eureka!" he yelled, giving the time honored term for "I’ve
found it." And from that moment on, he was known as "Eureka" in those quarters.  A new mine
was underway and, if that were not enough, he found a second mine that same day, thus changing
the course of the Fortner family fortunes.

These are but some of the highlights of the Fortner family seconded by Taney County’s
native son who never forgot his hill country heritage.  When he died in January of 1953 in Pomo-
na, Ca., his home was well publicized as "The Little Ozarks" and from its flower filled gardens
he sent a continuous stream of stories, articles and poetry to the various publications neighboring
on the places of his birth and childhood, all filled with the reminiscences of the early years he
spent in the Ozarks.

Viola Hartman
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Section One - Technical Writing

After Amon moved his family to Pomona California he considered himself a “Refrigera-
tion Engineer” and promoted himself that way even though he had no official engineering train-
ing.  He was self taught and apparently was well accepted in the industry.  The City of Pomona
has a street called Fortner Way, named after him.  The following story was in Oil Field Engineer-
ing Magazine, Volume 18, in 1916 about the Diesel Engine and how they had improved over the
years.  This was written about the time companies were changing from steam power to the Diesel
Engines.  Apparently the Diesel Engine manufacturers were trying to say that their new source of
power did not need to be watched continually like steam engines did.  In this writing Amon ex-
plains why the new engines needed an operator that knew what he was doing.

OIL ENGINE OPERATORS
BY: AMON J. FORTNER

1916

A desire on the part of some gas and oil engine manufacturers to show an extremely low
operating cost had led them to depreciate the importance of careful and intelligent attendance.
As an extreme instance of this altitude might be cited the policy of one company in particular
who advised buyers to employ men with no previous engineering experience to operate their ma-
chines.

In defense of this policy it was stated that a green man was less likely to cause trouble by
attempting to make adjustments than one who had previously been engaged in engineering work.
Any previous experience was declared by these people to be useless in the handling of their ma-
chines, and all repairs and adjustments were to be taken care of by an expert sent out by the man-
ufacturing company until the new man became familiar with such work.

It is needless to remark that serious mechanical troubles followed and that the reputation
of the engines for reliability suffered.  Notwithstanding their policy of advising the use of un-
skilled attendants, every trouble that developed was laid up against the man in charge: and when
experts were sent to straighten out any difficulty, about the first suggestion made to the owner
was "replace the engineer."
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One manufacturing company made the claim in their sales bulletins and through their
selling representatives that “one tenth of a man's time" was sufficient to keep one of their engines
in first-class operating condition, and on the strength of this statement companies installed these
machines, fully expecting to have the engineers earn about nine-tenths of their salaries outside of
the engineering department.

lt is certain that any misrepresentations made as to the power, economy, maintenance or
attendance during the sale of an engine will result in a flare-back that will injure the company
employing such tactics.  The truth of this assertion has been effectively demonstrated in the intro-
duction of the crude—oil engine.  In a locality familiar to the writer, much undeserved prejudice
has been created against the high-economy oil engine by troubles that could have been prevented
with a more liberal power margin and an experienced operator.

This prejudice, played upon to the utmost extent by the electric-power companies, has
prevented the general adoption of these engines in a field where fuel prices and conditions are fa-
vorable for their use.  The theory of cheap attendance, or non-attendance, has resulted probably
from practices common in the operation of gasoline engines, but engine builders would do well
to let the oil engine stand upon its true merits.  Let the fuel economy be the one all-important fac-
tor in comparison with other prime movers, and insist that none but the best is good enough in
the way of attendance.

There are exigencies that arise in the handling of oil engines that can be met successfully
only by experiences gained in previous happenings of like nature.  Intimate familiarity acquired
only through months of attendance an enable the operator to distinguish trouble sounds and de-
termine their source in time to prevent serious consequences.  Lack of experience and possibly
intelligence caused the temporary failure of a new engine under light load when each moment of
delay meant a high overhead labor expense.  A visit by the expert revealed the fact that the at-
tendant had rendered the high-stage air compressor inoperative by throttling the air intake and
that the high-pressure discharge valves had accumulated so much carbon that it was difficult to
get them into working condition.

It was an erecting and operating man of many years' experience who increased his store
of knowledge by pumping up a heavy pressure on a dead engine that had the torch burning under
the hot-bulb.  He wished to ascertain if the fuel valve leaked, and did, for the charge back-fired
through the open air intake and blew the crank ease into pieces.

During the fifth year of his experience another engineer learned that the timing of the en-
gine in his charge had a distinct bearing upon exhaust-pit explosions.  In the meantime one disas-
trous accident had occurred.

An inactive conscience allowed an engineer to sleep so soundly on duty that one cylinder
of a twin engine quit working and the full load on the other cylinder soon burned up a number of
bearings.

These are a few of the things occurring to demonstrate that it is not possible to get too
much experience or to be too careful in the handling of the oil engine.
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Taking it all in all it is a full-grown man's job to properly care for and keep in operation
any high-economy oil-engine plant.  The operator must be able by natural ability and past experi-
ence to go surely and quickly to the seat of impending trouble.  When the engine is grumbling at
overload, he must be able to understand its language and must determine whether the overload is
due to poor mechanical condition, poor lubrication or to power demands beyond the engine
shaft.  The best type of oil-engine operator is the man who makes the greatest headway in reduc-
ing the load requirements without lowering the efficiency and output of his plant, well knowing
that his reward will be days of peace in just such measure as he succeeds in giving his engine a
fair deal.

When all the methods brought over from gasoline-engine practice have disappeared when
engine builders and power users together make such power ratings as will give the engine a mod-
erate load, and when intelligent, experienced and conscientious operators are looked upon in the
light of excellent insurance for a valuable investment - then will the oil engine fully come into its
own.  The saving that may be effected under these conditions will be a revelation to many power
users who are now suspicious of everything carrying the word Diesel in its cognomen.

POWER AMON J. FORTNER

Note:  This was a time when the use of steam power was being replaced with other power
sources like Diesel Engines.  Amon’s job at the ice plant in Aurora included keeping a large
steam engine running to produce electricity for the ice plant and a few lights in town.  The elec-
tric generating part of the company was eventually bought out by Empire Electric who provided
power for a large part of southern Missouri.  Apparently Amon was conserned that it would be
some time before Desel Engines would be as reliable as the steam engine had been.   -   R.D.F.
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Another article was published in 1916.  This one was about his experience in the ice plant
industry and the citrus fruit industry.  This one was published in Industrial Refrigeration, Volume
53.   -   R.D.F.

 PRECOOLING  FRUIT  IN  PACKING  HOUSE
By: Amon J. Fortner

1916

The value of pre-cooling fruits before shipment to long distances is now so well
recognized that at the present time most fresh fruit shipped from the Pacific Coast to the
East is precooled.  The success of the precooling plant built in 1908 by Pomona Fruit
Growers Exchange was strikingly shown in the fact that five additional precooling plants
have since been built within a distance of 3 miles from the Pomona plant, and nearly all
these are provided with their own refrigeration facilities.  Practically all the fruit shipped
from the entire Pomona Valley Is precooled and pre-iced and in consequence it reaches
the market with less expense and in better condition than with any other means of han-
dling.

Owing to the amount of refrigeration involved, and the difficulty of its application
in reasonable time limits, precooling has presented some very interesting and difficult
engineering problems, all of which have not yet been worked out to a satisfactory solu-
tion.  In practically all of the precooling plants the refrigeration is accomplished by
means of cold air circulated through a bunker room containing ammonia or brine piping
and thence through the fruit storage compartments.

Early in the work the fact was discovered that the most efficient types of air han-
dling apparatus would have to be used to keep down the mechanical heat developed by
the power used in circulating the air.

In experimental work performed to determine just what losses might be due to
this feature, it was found possible by overspeeding the fan to use sufficient power to
completely overcome the capacity of the refrigerating machine.

All baffles, obstructions and avoidable turns were found to be detrimental to the
economical working of the plant by the increased amount of power required to circulate
a given amount of air and the resulting increased negative affect upon the refrigerating
apparatus.

In most of the earlier pre-cooling plants air distribution was affected by passing it
up through a perforated false floor and removing it in like manner at the ceiling.

Temperature records kept over long periods of time show, however, that this
method is not ideal for quick precooling, and that differences of five to fifteen degrees
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will be observed during the early part of the precooling period between the boxes on the
floor and those on the top tier.

Some of the latter installations have been arranged with the air entrance at one
end of the room and the exit at the other, but this method of air distribution results in
even greater differences of fruit temperatures than under the old plan, as the distance
traveled is so much greater, thus making it practically impossible to use the low temper-
ature necessary for quick work without danger of freezing the fruit near the air entrance.

When considerable time maybe used in the precooling this feature becomes less
important, as the temperatures are comparatively high and both plans of distribution
give very satisfactory results.

During the present season on account of market conditions, a considerable por-
tion of the orange crop went out under an eighteen-hour precooling period.  Operating
under this schedule required the use of air at a very low temperature (12 to 16 degrees)
and considerable caution had to be exercised to prevent the freezing of fruit adjacent to
air openings.

The plan has the advantage of getting the fruit into the market about two days
earlier and adding a like period to the length of time it will be in a sound, sellable condi-
tion, and probably, by reason of this fact, the shorter precooling period will come into
more general use in the future.  The capacity of any precooling plant can be doubled
without the expense of building additional rooms, by reason of the shorter length of time
the rooms are in use before removal of the fruit.

Of course to double the capacity requires the addition of proportional refrigeration
equipment, but this cost would be small in comparison with the cost of added storage
rooms.

By means of such changes in existing plans as will permit of positive reversal of
air movement through the fruit rooms the difficulties experienced in rapid precooling are
largely eliminated.  Before the low temperatures of the circulating air has time to injure
the fruit near the air inlet, a reversal of air current brings the warmer fruit in direct con-
tact with the cold air while the cold fruit remains practically stationary in its temperature
conditions, until another reversal of air occurs.

This plan of precooling is nothing new or radical but was worked out and used in
the experimental plant used by the government in the precooling investigations and the
advantages are so apparent that is it seems strange that so many plants have been built
without this provision being made.

Recently the importance of using refrigeration in the winter season for the pur-
pose of drying out the dampness of packed fruit has been noted and commented on by
Exchange officials and, in all likelihood, the plants will hereafter be put into operation
much earlier in the year than has been customary in the past.
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The amount of water removed in this manner during the maximum period of pre-
cooling will sometimes amount, at the plant of the Pomona Fruit Growers Exchange, to
over a ton in twenty-four hours, and the removal of this amount of moisture with its at-
tendant impurities proves highly beneficial to the keeping qualities of the refrigerated
fruit.

There can no longer be any doubt exist but that refrigeration, either in the car or
in the packing house, is essential to the highest measure of success in the handling of
citrus fruits.  Neither can there be any reasonable doubt that complete refrigeration for
fruit shipments from the packing house to destination is just as much the rightful privi-
lege of the fruit exchanges and fruit shippers as the refrigeration and pre-icing of meat
shipments by the meat packer or of beer shipments by the brewer, since in either in-
stance delay or neglect in the icing would result in loss to the owner.

Amon J. Fortner

Here are two examples of the fruit crate art used by the Pomona Fruit Growers Exchange.
The artwork on these labels was great.   -   R.D.F.
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In 1919 he wrote another story about what he did at the Pomona Ice Plant in a Machinery
magazine, called POWER, Volume 49, Issue 12.  Amon worked on the Pomona Ice Plant for
many years.  Years later I remember going there to buy ice on special occasions.  It was amazing
to me to see the automation that they used, this was about 1960.   -   R.D.F.

 Siphon Emptied Reservoir
By:  Amon J. Fortner

1919
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During the winter period of overhauling in a California ice plant it became necessary to
empty the large concrete reservoir under a cooling tower.  No pumping apparatus was available
as the boilers were not under pressure during the shutdown period.  It was therefore decided by
the engineer in charge to make an attempt to Siphon the water back into the well from which it
had been pumped.

This well was drilled and cased with an 8-in pipe, inside of which a 2-in. air pipe ran to
furnish air for lilting the water.  A temporary connection was made from the air line to the bot-
tom of the reservoir and the original air line was disconnected from the receiver and attached to
the suction of a small air compressor.  A few turns of the compressor by hand was sufficient to
start the siphon working, and the weight of the 100 ft. column of water going down into the well
instantly pulled the vacuum-gage hand over to the limit.  In a few hours the reservoir was empty.

The reason for emptying this reservoir was to enable the engineers to dispense with long
individual suction lines to several pumps that had been installed at different times.  This was ac-
complished in the following manner:  A ditch was dug on a level with the bottom of the reservoir
to the center of the pump room floor, and a 20-in. cement pipe line was laid with suitable tee con-
nections to allow an individual 12-in. well to be brought up to the base of each pumping unit.
This allowed each pump suction to become a very simple affair - one nipple, one ell and an 8-ft.
length of vertical pipe extending down into each well so that all leeks-and deterioration could be
taken care of with a minimum of material and labor.  The resistance due to long and compara-
tively small lines with several ells was thus eliminated.  The water flowed by gravity from the
reservoir to the pump wells and stood in each well at a level only slightly lower than that of the
reservoir itself.  The illustration, although not made to scale, shows the features mentioned.

If this idea is kept in mind while building a new plant and reservoir for possible future
pump installations, valuable time and material may be saved when the time arrives for installing
additional pumping units.

Pomona, Calif.     AMON J. FORTNER
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Section Two - The Little Ozarks Stories

This section includes all the miscellaneous stories that I could find in various newspaper
clippings.  The subjects vary, but are very interesting to get to know who Amon J. Fortner was.
R.D.F.

THE RESURRECTION STORY
Waste Basket - 1948

Planted on an autumn day,
A dormant bulb, a daffodil.
The Skies were over cast and gray.
The winds were damp and cold and chill.

Long months that bulb lay,
Sleeping in its tiny earthly tomb,
Just dreaming there in shadowland,
It didn't mind the gloom.

And then: grim winter passed away,
And balmy Springtime came again,
To touch the earth where that bulb lay,
With sunshine's warmth and gently rain.

Then to! came forth that Daffodil,
In matchless Golden Glory,
To give us FAITH, to make us LOVE,
THE RESURRECTION STORY.

Amon J. Fortner

This poem was published in 1948 in the "Waste Basket" column of the Springfield Mis-
souri News Leader.  Lucile Morris Upton, the column editor included the following notes about
Amon, who was a regular contributor to the "Waste Basket" column.   -   R.D.F.

Editors Note: A.J. Fortner in Pomona, Cal.  We haven't heard from him since the daffo-
dils bloomed.  How's summer coming along in the sunny state, Mr. Fortner?
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With the above poem Mr. Fortner wrote of his pleasure in reading the Waste Basket col-
umn because he once lived in the Ozarks.  He writes as follows:

"I haven't even seen the Ozarks for more than 40 years yet my memories of those
“Lovely Hills of Home” (Quote Mary Elizabeth Mahnkey) are vivid.  "My wife became an inva-
lid so we had to get into a milder climate and came to Pomona, Calif.

"Since we could not have the joy of living in the Ozarks, we built us as a "Little Ozarks"
al our own.   Now we have dogwood and redbuds and wild roses from our own Springfield; tril-
lium, sweet Williams, johnny-jump-ups, and wind flowers from Hickory  county.  We have wild
honey suckle, May apples, and woodbine from Carroll county, Ark.  (Eureka Springs area).  And
believe it or not, our own “poke patch” where we can gather  our own poke greens from 100
poke plants, which we received from Pearl Kincaid at Pittsburgh, Mo.

"Page Marge Lyon and Mable Maddeford and tell them we also gather "poke greens",
wild lettuce, lambs quarter, and sheep sorrel and "bile" them up with dry salt pork and bake corn
bread, the meal for which we raise "yaller" corn and grind in our own "grist mill!”

The editor might add that Mr. Fortner's letterhead shows that he is a florist and that his
nursery is called "Little Ozarks' Fruit and Flower Farm."

Lucile Morris Upton
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Story about Jacob J. Fortner
Amon J. Fortner - Taney County Republican - March 18, 1948

My Dear Mrs. Mahnkey:          (Mary Elizabeth Mahnkey)

I am enclosing you copies of some correspondence which I think will interest you which
relates to my father’s early life in Taney county.  Apparently there are people now living who
know vastly more about my early family history than I do myself.

My father was peculiar; he would never talk about his boyhood life and only at rare inter-
vals would he reveal some outstanding incidents; some of these were simply hair raising in the
details of terrible hardship which he underwent as an orphan boy in Taney county.  For instance
one time shortly after he and his mother arrived on Turkey creek he started to make a trip to
Springfield with a load of green lumber.  It was winter time with snow on the ground and he had
no shoes, —and only kept his feet from freezing by wrapping them with burlap feed sacks.

Somewhere along the old "Wilderness Road" the back axle of the old linchpin wagon
broke.  To the modern boy that would have been a catastrophe of course.  But not to my daddy.
He unloaded the lumber; he cut down a hickory tree and with only a chopping ax for a tool made
a new axle.  He reassembled the wagon; reloaded the green lumber and finished the trip to
Springfield.

I was puzzled as to how he made the holes for the linchpins and the bolts.  I asked him.
He said, "Why I heated the wagon rod red hot and burned the holes through the axle.

He reluctantly told me more of the trip.  It took him three days and nights to finish the job
and over half the time he was without food never anticipating any three days delay, he had taken
only enough to last for a normal trip.

He further said that during the entire three day period not even one human being passed
on that old "Wilderness Road".

A thousand times that black picture has come to me through the passing years, -when I
fancied I had some difficult task to perform.

This "teen" age boy, all alone in the mountain wilderness, patiently chopping out a wagon
axle and heating a small iron rod hundreds and hundreds of times to burn the holes in the green
timber, and going without food or shoes or proper clothing and deep snow on the
ground, left me a lesson.

My father was one of the most handsome hill-billies I ever saw, He wore a heavy old time
spade beard literally from his youth up.  I jokingly asked my mother how she came to fall in love
with my daddy.  Her answer was instant and emphatic.
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"He was the best looking man I had ever seen in my life and all the girls were crazy over
his long black beard."  "Besides" she went on to say, "he was already a deacon in the church and
sat right up among the preachers."

And that was that.

In their youthful days both my mother and dad used tobacco (smoking only).  When their
first kiddy was born those two people prayed over it and made an agreement to stop the use of to-
bacco forever, an agreement daddy held to the day of his death.  My mother began slyly smoking
again when she was around 70 years old and I would have a feeling when her
pipe was going good, that she was reliving her girlhood days and seeing the young black-
bearded deacon sitting up in the preacher row at a camp meeting.

I enjoy the Taney County Republican more than any newspaper I ever saw and I think if I
had been reared in Taney county I might also have really learned to write.

Mr. Freeland’s editorials are so inspirational and he is so fearless in his battles for the
right as he sees it.  I was troubled when his daughter, Maude, was taken over by the Missouri
School of Journalism.

I  would be thankful if you could find time to write me a short note for I love the old Ta-
ney county hills and the lovable people who inhabit them and who write so well of their daily
life in the Taney County Republican.

Sincerely Yours,
A. J. Fortner,
1662 E. 7th St.
Pomona, California
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Taney County Water Mill
Amon J. Fortner - Waste Basket - 1949

Half a century ago, my father told me of a water power mill in  the Taney county hllls
Which was so small that all of the water used was brought along the hillside in troughs made of
split hollow logs.  He said that one day he and the miller were sitting outside on the rail fence,
waiting patiently for the tiny mill to grind a bushel of corn.  Every few moments, they would
hear my daddy’s old lop-eared hound bawl mournfully inside the mill, so they decided it might
be better to go in and investigate . . . what do you know? They found that the hungry old, hound
had leaped over into the meal bin and eaten all, the meal in sight and was sitting there looking up
at the spout and bawling for more meal.

AMON J. FORTNER,
1662 East 7th St., Pomona, Cal.

FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
AURORA, MO. - SULFUR WATER

Amon J. Fortner - Waste Basket - 1949

Perhaps few people now living know that Aurora, Mo., at one time came very near be-
coming an health resort.

It happened during the summer of 1901.  During that summer, the old "Aurora Light, Ice
and Storage Company" drilled a deep well to furnish water for their newly erected ice manufac-
turing plant, of which I was the day engineer.

It was one of the driest seasons ever known in the Ozarks and for that reason the well had
to be drilled to a depth of 825 feet before sufficient water was  encountered to operate the ice
making equipment.  The well was drilled through several hundred feet of limestone and finally
entered a sand strata that  furnished a bountiful supply of strong sulfur water, and this water rose
almost to the top of the well.  In just no time at all the fame of the new well spread far and wide.

People came by dozens, with kegs, lugs and bottles to be filled with the famed elixer of
life and used as their water supply.  I refer to drinking water, naturally.  Such water was far too
precious to waste on any other purposes.

Many folks, including; Jare Woodfill and his lovely wife, Barbara, claimed almost magi-
cal relief from illnesses which had hitherto stubbornly refused to yield to medical treatments.
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Apparently, most of the water in the well came up from the extreme lower levels and the
smell of the sulfur was strong enough to be actually offensive.  Three  different times during that
summer the pump suction line had to be lowered and each time the sulfur smell became stronger,
so that finally it had a distinct similarity to that of decaying hen fruit.  But the stronger it smelled
the more popular it became—even though folks might have to hold their noses while they
swigged it down!

After the ice manufacturing season was over for 1901, the well was shut down until the
following spring.  Meanwhile torrential winter rains had fallen and the new well soon became ar-
tission in character.  But the water had lost every trace of its sulfur content.  This was easy to
understand since in normal weather the water supply in the well came from shallower sources
and completely sealed off the sulfur water from the 800 foot level.

However, it was almost impossible to make people believe that!  They believed that I was
actually guilty of filling their containers with plain old Spring river hydrant water, instead of
water from the deep well!  Even Barbara Woodfill believed this!  She sent her husband, Jared, to
beg me to make an exception for her, at least I had no difficulty in convincing Mr. Woodfill that
the well’s water supply had completely changed in character, due entirely to natural reasons.

However, if Mr. Woodfill and I had dropped the pump suction line clear down to the bot-
tom of the 800 foot level, then Aurora would have had a famous sulfur well for all time to come!

I learned this fact many years later in California, where Countless health resorts have
been developed around extremely deep swells drilled for oil.  But which instead of producing oil
became artesian wells producing hot sulfur water.

AMON J. FORTNER.
1662 E. 7th St., Pomona Cal.

This is a photo of
Amon J. Fortner and the Ice
plant that he worked at in
Aurora Missouri.  Note the big
smoke stack for the boiler that
produced steam for the steam
engine that Amon kept going to
produce electricity.   -   R.D.F.
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California Ozarker
Waste Basket - 1948

I have a system for saving Waste Basket clippings that is so satisfactory I want to pass it
on to some more of you "Basketeers".  I cut out the feature 3 columns wide from top to bottom
leaving in any extraneous matter that happens to be wedged in.

Then I file the clippings in heavy oxford manuscript folders by using metal paper clips at
the top of the page, the folders are large enough so the Waste Baskets lie out flat and form an in-
teresting book for future use.  I even separate different writers, who I love best, and some of
these days I'll have a book written by Samantha and by Viva Talbert, one by W. S. White, and
one darling "Mary Elizabeth".  I already have one by "Anna Lou" (Griffith) which I have saved
through 3 years from "The Window" in Aurora Advertiser.

Oh, so many times I see one's name or some incident in the Waste Basket that sweeps
away the years and takes me back again to that "lovely land of long ago".  I love my life of to-
day, every single moment of it, and I wouldn't exchange places with anyone else on this old
earth.  But I also love my memories of my childhood and youth in the morning hours of my life.

To me these memory trips back to the land of long ago are very inspirational and rejuve-
nating, far more so I think than an actual trip would be, for in my hearts album I see those things
clearly.  I can see those precious ones whom I love and who loved me.  I see them, not with fal-
tering step in aged eyes.  I see them in the glory of their youth.  If I but still the beating of my
heart and "listen, listen," I can even pick up the ineffable music of their voices from some hidden
record playing softly in my heart.

I can hear the whip-poor-wills a calling at twilight once again, the whisper of corn leaves
in a vagrant breeze, the drum of a distant passing shower, falling in a grove of timber.  I can see
you again the black-eyed Susan's growing in a swale, the dainty wild chrysanthemums, frost
flowers we called them then, that I gathered on my way to school to give to the girl I loved, who
sat just across the aisle from me.

These and thousand other precious memories are reawakened and lived again through the
things I see in your Waste Basket.

A.J. Fortner
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OZARKS REMINISCENCES
Waste Basket - 1948

Editor’s Note:  The following is from a letter which Mr. Fortner wrote to some Waste
Basket writers shortly after his first contribution to the column attracted their attention.

As a result of that contribution, Mr. Fortner says that he has heard from some old friends
of as far back as 50 years.  Also, he adds, "yesterday I received in the mail a 61 year old photo-
graph of an ancient school which I attended in 1887.  It contained my own picture as an under-
sized happy faced kid.  I couldn’t keep back the tears, as I saw those precious, darling faces of
long, long-ago.”

I regret that the very interesting letter is too long for publication in its entirety.

Lucile Morris Upton

My father came to Aurora penniless, very soon after the first discovery of shallow lead
ore.  He walked all the way from Eureka Springs, where we were living in poverty almost unbe-
lievable.

One of the first men he met in Aurora was J. W. Rinker, who immediately hired him for
$1 per day a and his board.  Shallow lead had already been discovered on the adjoining farm and
Mr. Rinker naturally hoped that his own land also had mineral deposits.  So he hired my father to
do some prospecting.

He took daddy out into the orchard and said, “Now you pick out a spot where you thing
there might be lead ore.”  My , daddy did so and started digging.  In just a moment’s time, to his
own and Judge Rinker’s utter amazement, he began digging out shining nuggets of lead.

At this particular spot the lead was literally at the grass roots and the amazing feature was
that it hadn't been plowed up many years before.  Apparently, Mr. Rinker’s farm hands hadn’t
plowed very deep.  Mr. Rinker was so impressed by dad’s spectacular success that he put another
hired hand to digging out the lead ore and told daddy to hunt up another lead mine.

Actually, impossible as it may seem, daddy did that very thing the Same day!  At the sec-
ond location, however, it took him several hours, for he had to dig almost six feet before he
struck the ore body.  However, this second deposit was by far richer than the one he had discov-
ered in the forenoon.

When the sun went down that night, Judge Rinker had two paying lead mines at a total
cost of $1 and that was the beginning of the Rinker—Fortner family friendship which lasted for
many, many years.
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It was several months later when my mother brought us three kids, "Tom," "Clemmie"
and "Amon" (myself) from Eureka Springs to make our home at Aurora.  We "parked" our cov-
ered wagon beside a barbwire fence just north of where the city hall now stands.  Madison ave-
nue at that time was only three blocks long and weeds and grass grew rank on each side of the
wagon tracks.

Mother made fruitless inquiries concerning a certain "Jake Fortner" but apparently no one
had ever even heard of such a man.  Finally, one rough-clad miner asked, "Where are you folks
from?"  My  mother told him Eureka Springs.  Then he shouted with laughter, slapped another
miner on the back and fairly exploded.  "Hit’s old Eureky’s family."

In half an hour father had been summoned from his prospect hole out on the Rinker land.

Nicknames stuck like cockleburs or beggar ticks in those old days.  Daddy kept right on
being "Old Eureky," my brother Tom became "Little Eureky" and I was "that Eureky kid" for
several following years.  We often had to tell our friends our family name, for somehow it wasn’t
so easy to remember as "the Eureky family."

The Rinker farm had now become a beehive of mining activity.  Royalties from the sale
of lead ore had, rapidly boosted the Rinker family fortunes.  Judge Rinker soon had a scale office
and was kept busy weighing the wagon loads of ore that were being mined from his land.  Of
course a substantial part of the proceeds from the ore sales were his own without expenses, be-
cause of his ownership of the land.  He soon became president of a little bank and often his little
gray mare and buggy would be tied out front while Judge took care of big business deals inside.

But with all that business activity, Judge Rinker never for one moment neglected his du-
ties toward God and his fellow man.  Even during weeks days, he somehow found time to visit
the school, as president of the board of education.  He was practically never
absent from his seat in church on Sundays in spite of his use of crutches, he took a very active
part in the religious welfare of teen-age girls and boys of a11 religious denominations.

A few years ago I saw a confirmation in print of something I already knew long ago.
When it was necessary to raise funds for religious purposes at the church to which he belonged
he would wait until the entire collection was taken up; then he would write a check for exactly
the same amount given by all the rest of the congregation.  It was done so quietly that very few
people ever knew that it was as taking place.

By reason of the very intimate friendship between Judge Rinker and my father, my sister
Clemmie and I often visited the Rinker farm.  Although it was known that mineral lay beneath
most of the land, Mr. Rinker would never allow the immediate home area to be disfigured by
prospect holes, partly, I think, on account Of his aged mother, whose home that old farm had
been since her girlhood.

Impressions made in childhood and youth forever remain in the human heart.  Right now
at this very moment—I can see that beautiful two story white farmhouse, standing exactly at the
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end of a long, dusty road leading out from town.  As we two poverty-stricken kids from Arkan-
sas trudged towards that lovely home, it looked to us exactly like a mansion in the skies.

I can see, too, the old log cabin where the judge was born but it was some distance away
from the "big house."

I can see as plain as day that old bank-barn, one story in front, two stories high in the
back.  I can see and almost sniff the sweetness of the apple blossoms in that old orchard where
my father discovered the two lead mines in one day.

I can see the Rinker spring, away down at the end of the meadow, where water, crystal-
clear and cold bubbled up and ran away in a tiny brook - I can see the countless minnows vanish
like a cloud beneath an overhanging bank of the Rmker branch, along which willows grew in
profusion and a few large walnut trees were scattered here and there in the little valley.

Yes, and I can still see dear old Grandmother Rinker’s smiles as she laughingly told us in-
teresting stories of George’s childhood and youth.  According to her, George was some boy (of
course!) and it was easy to Know, after one became acquainted with Grandmother  Rinker, WHY
George had become such a wonderful man.

I can see Mrs. Rinker's face, placid and peaceful and sweet, as she and G. W. came driv-
ing up our rock lane to see some new pure bred Poland China pigs which we had for sale.  The
judge wanted at to "get a start" of , "that kind of hogs."

Judge Rinker delighted in the companionship and Christian leadership of girls and boys
in their teen-ages.  He would regularly attend our Junior Christian Endeavor meetings and our
Sunday afternoon sessions of the Loyal Temperance Legion.  Through his guidance and encour-
agement, we learned to pray in public and to make short talks in our youth meetings, when other-
wise we would have remained awkwardly silent.

Judge Rinker was intensely emotional.  Often times the tears would be running down his
cheeks while he sat in the elder’s chair facing the congregation.  I also am very emotional.  It
think, perhaps, it was this mutual characteristic which tied Judge Rinker’s heart to mine with un-
breakable bonds of love.

On April 27, 1897, a group  of seven students were graduated from the old Aurora high
school.  I was the only boy in that class and mainly by reason of that I was "elected” to be vale-
dictorian by the six girls who were my congraduates.

With one exception, that entire class started to school together in September of 1887 and
kept right on together through nine full term of school.  In the beginning, we numbered 70 or
more.  At the end, we were only seven.  Times were tough in those old days and oné, by the boys
would drop out and get jobs and the girls would get married, or teach school. It Was only through
incredible hardship and sacrifice that I kept going on and on - and Judge Rinker knew that fact.

As I said before, he watched over us kids on week days as well as Sundays and guided
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our steps away from primrose paths, and into the straight and narrow way.  I don’t think there
was ever a year in all our nine school years that Judge Rinker wasn’t in our classroom several
times.  He was president of the board of education in the beginning, and he was also president at
the end, and his name comes first on the yellowed diploma which lies on my desk before me as I
write these lines.

The graduating exercises of class of ’97 were held in the opera house.  Judge Rinker was
on the stage at the end of the class facing the audience,  as I have reason to know that this hour
was one of the most happy occasions of his entire life.  For those were seven kids over whom he
had watched and prayed for 10 long years and whose faltering footsteps he had guided all along
the way.  His face that night was shining with joy, but shining at times through a rain of joyful
tears.

In those days, each graduate had to give an oration or not graduate.

I really doubt if any Aurora High school class since that time ever gave so unanimous a
demonstration of the things they had learned in school.  I do know this: I myself, made by far the
best public address of my entire life in the closing speech of those graduating exercises - and all
of the six girl graduates did just as well as I.

Somehow, in some way I have never understand, I lifted the folks right out of their seats.
Perhaps it was because I could not keep my pent up emotions out of my voice and would have to
work and struggle for mastery over my own feelings.

I have had countless thrilling moments in my life along the years, but never, never again,
has my heart reached the sublime heights of joy to which it soared when I finished  speaking and
a storm of applause almost shook the building and a rain of flowers descended on that stage.

In an instant, Judge Rinker had struggled to his feet and come rapidly on his crutches to
my side.  He put one arm around me and held my hand as we, both. stood facing the audience.
He could not, and did not, utter one word of congratulations because the storm of his emotions
prevented speech, but no one knew the difference, for the cheering continued on and on, while
the audience literally swam before my own eyes.

AMON J. FORTNER,
1662 E. 7th, Pomona. Cal.
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS" - BIRDS
Waste Basket - 1948

Early November, and the wild doves are paying us their annual visit. They build many
nests in the tall eucalyptus trees and the youngsters all leave home immediately. However, when
the hunting season opens, the wanderers all come home again and stick around until that danger-
ous period has passed . . . There were 9 doves on the lawn at daybreak this morning and at noon I
saw them feasting on fallen persimmons in the little
family orchard.

The California dove call is just one strident two syllable note entirely different from the
cooing of the Ozark dove.  Just about once a blue moon I hear the old sweet familiar notes of a
cooing dove and it surely takes me back to the days of long ago.  I find myself unconsciously re-
peating.  "Each cooing dove and sighing bough that makes the eve so blest to me, But something
far diviner now — it takes me back to Galilee."

I had intended to write this piece about fall flowers, but I may as well keep on telling
about our birds at Little Ozarks.  The first bird that ever came to our ranch was a tiny ruby-
throated humming bird.  It seemed to love human companionship.  It would sit for hours on a tall
weed or bush a few feet from where I would be working and if I would “talk” to it, would be-
come so excited that it would dart at my face.

From that day to this, 32 years in all, we have always had a few humming birds.  At any
hour of the day, if I start sprinkling the flowers or lawn, it never seems more than 60 seconds un-
til the humming birds begin arriving for a bath.  They will hover stock still in thin air, their wings
vibrating so rapidly that they seem to be absolutely motionless. After a few moments, shower
bath they alight on a tree limb to arrange their feathers. But they rarely ever leave the vicinity un-
til the sprinkling is over for the day.

Our bluejays are very similar to those in the Ozarks and so ‘sassy’ that they try to drive
us away from our own plum trees - and they simply make life miserable for the old tom cat!

Our home could very appropriately be called the "Mocking Bird Ranch," for the song-
sters are always with us and sing more or less the whole year ’round.  I will never forget one
Sunday afternoon when I lay on the clean white sand in the dry creek bed alongside our farm and
listened to a mocking bird.

At first I thought it was some distance away for the sound was muted and low.  When I
turned my head, there was my singer friend, sitting on a brush pile only a few feet away. The mu-
sician very successfully muted the notes by keeping its bill closed and even as I watched the
movements of its throat, the song sounded as if it were far away.

The crows here are exactly the same in every respect as they are in the Ozark hills - and
they are just as plentiful.  Hardly a day passes that they are not Cawing lustily in a blue gum
grove across the street.
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Somehow, I can’t help loving the rascals because their cawing always brings me back
scenes of my childhood days - brings back the old deserted homesteads, brings back tiny fields
of stump land corn, where they would keep handing around and cawing at me, while I cut
sprouts with a hoe.

Bye, folks.  This piece is long enough now.  Maybe too long.

Amon J. Fortner
1662 E. 7th Street
Pomona, Calif.

Editors. Note:  With the interesting article above Mr. Fortner encloses a note and two
leaves. The dark purple leaf, he explained "is from a poke plant which Pearl Kincaid sent me
from Hickory county, Missouri.  The yellow leaf is from a California seedling peach."  The poke
leaf seems proof that red and purple leaves can be produced in the autumn on the Pacific coast.

"We haven’t had the faintest trace of a frost yet," said Mr. Fortner, "but probably will
within a few days.  Our violets are just beginning to bloom and we will have them by the thou-
sands all winter long.  They grow just like, weeds under the orange trees and spread like wildfire.

"Twice already the mountain range north of Pomona has been snow-covered and I’ll
betcha a cooky there is snow 2-feet deep within 10 miles of where I’m writing these lines, and
the snow will be there continuously until June."

Lucile Morris Upton
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UNFORGETABLE DAY - DESERT FLOWERS
Waste Basket  -  12-8-1948

We had been in California almost 30 years before we took time out to see the desert flow-
ers in bloom.  There came a year when unusually heavy winter rains had made the desert "blos-
som as a rose" (so the paper said) and we decided that we must go immediately.  We started at 3
a.m., because we had 100 miles to drive and we wanted also to see a desert sunrise.

In pitchy blackness we topped the mountain pass at Banning, where a sign board told us
we were 2300 feet above sea level.  Clouds obscured the sky and a light rain was falling.  Within
half an hour, we had scooted down out of the rain cloud and the stars were twinkling brightly
over head and far down to the east beckoned the tranquil morning star which outshone all others.

A little later we crossed White Water river, which is well named for the frothy whiteness
of this turbulent stream was plainly visible even in the starlight for some distance upstream and
down, and it's dull roar pursued us for some distance after we had crossed over the bridge.

Dawn was just breaking when we passed through sleeping Palm Springs and we hurried -
but not for long.  Soon we were traveling at a snail's pace in order to admire the fantastic and
ethereal beauty of smoke trees growing in the Palm Canyon wash.  Being in full bloom they cer-
tainly did look very much like rising columns of thin blue smoke.  A little farther on, both sides
of the road were lined with tall yellow-flowers.  They somewhat resembled dandelion blossoms,
except that they were two or three times as large.  The ground on which these yellow flowers
grew had been graded by road making machinery which for some reason had rendered it suitable
only for this one particular type of flowering plant.

Just beyond these golden yellow strip-gardens, where drifting billows of sand lay undis-
turbed, there were countless thousands of creamy white desert primroses in bloom.  The sweet-
ness of their perfume so filled the air that it was plainly discernible when driving along the high-
way.  In that moment I knew for the first time what the poet Gray meant when he wrote the last
two lines of his immortal elegy in a country churchyard—-

"Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Why that guy must surely have been looking due north from the highway between Palm
Springs and Indio!

In all my previous mental pictures of deserts I could visualize only restless, drifting burn-
ing sands, where nothing grew save thorny cruel cactus, whale bones and skulls of animals that
had perished from thirst were scattered over the landscape.  But here I saw more wild flowers in
bloom in one hour than I had seen during all the previous 30 years of my life.

I must supplement that statement; after we had our fill of the view of those primroses
stretching away to the north with until they were hidden by the billowing sand we saw, far across
the White Water wash 15 miles or more away a range of purple hills being brought to life by the
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brightening day.  What on earth?  Then we knew!  That distant range of desert hills was painted
solidly purple by untold millions of wild verbena blossoms, some of which grew among the
primroses near at hand.

I have wondered a thousand times how the seeds of these matchless flowers can lie dor-
mant for months, and even years, in the heated sand waiting to spring to life like magic when the
rains finally do come.

I plant my seeds in fertile soil.
And give ‘hem tender care.
And endless hours of patient toil.
Then hope for blossoms rare.

God sows His seed with lavish hands.
On desert hills and burning sands.
I count my blossoms one by one -
I count God’s flowers?  That can't be done!

AMON J. FORTNER
1662 east 7th,
Pomona, Calif.

I was able to go to the desert in 2015 and see what Amon was talking about.  The desert
does have some of the most beautiful flowers I have seen.  Here is an example of what I found.
R.D.F.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS - VISITORS
Amon J. Fortner - Waste Basket - 12-2-1948

We advertised daffodil bulbs for sale.  On the following Sunday two girls came out in re-
sponse to this ad.  The first I saw of them, they were seated cross-legged on the front lawn in the
shade of a sycamore tree.

This is Roger Fortner inserting some things that is interesting to me.  I grew up at
The Little Ozarks, I lived in a small house on the "Ranch" when I was born in 1950 and
then when Amon passed away, I was three, we moved next door to the big farm house.
This sycamore tree was somewhat between the two houses and was huge.  The front lawn
was a big part of The Little Ozarks, so big we played baseball and other games there.  We
always had visitors, our beautiful home seemed to attract friends and family.  We didn't
have much money, but we had a wonderful home left to us by Amon.  The best way to ex
plain it, it was like living in a park.   -   R.D.F.

The day was hot and the girls were clad (?) accordingly.  I must admit that their presence
didn't detract in the slightest from the natural beauty of their surroundings.

When I went out to greet them, one of them said, "Good morning, Mr. Fortner, we want
to buy some daffy bulbs."  Then the other one chimed in, "This is the coolest place we’ve found
today.  We’re going to stay awhile."

I assured them that if they could stand my company I could surely extend my hospitality
for all afternoon and the pleasure would be mutual.

Then the younger girl ventured "You're a writer, aren’t you? with no attempt to disguise
her awe.

I tried to look bored as I murmured, "Oh, maybe but I have to pay the Progress-Bulletin
15 cents a line to print my stuff."

This was shocking.  They were simply astounded and one said "Why we thought you
made lots money writing all that bee-you-tiful poetry."

I assured them that exactly the reverse was true.  Then I remembered something.

"Excuse me, girls," I said "I will bring you a few of my literary 'gems' which were printed free of
charge."

So I took them my collection of Waste Basket clippings.  One of the articles included had
been written 20 years ago.  Of course, this would be the one which appealed to them most.

The younger girl bounced up and said "Let’s go see the cows."  The other girl chimed in
with - "and the horse!  Will you let us ride
him?"
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So I had to tell them a sad story concerning the fact that the city 'Dads' had outlawed cat-
tle, horses and hogs from our part of Pomona, even though it be classified as a small farm.  Thus
the old cows had been converted into hamburger many long years ago, while the ancient horse
had furnished the meat course for a Thanksgiving dinner at the El Monte Lions Farm - real lions
that loudly roared their indignation because their horse meat was too tough.

The younger girl’s lips quivered so that I hastily added, "Don’t cry, honey.  That old horse
had been practically bedfast for a whole year and I couldn’t get him up in the morning unless I
lifted him by his tail."

Now the older girl thought of something "Where is that Ozark White Oak tree?" she
asked.

Reluctantly I was forced to explain that the white oak tree had also given up the ghost
during a spell of hot dry weather that has burned its tender foliage to a crisp several times, and
added that I should have planted it in a shady spot.  Altogether, the forecast seemed to promise a
depressing visit for both the girls and me. But it didn’t turn out that way.  They wanted to dig
their own bulbs so I let them do so, of course, and we all got pepped up with this bulb-digging
activity.

After the bulbs were dug, counted and paid for, we then toured the little ranch.

They gazed in awed silence at the mighty eucalyptus tree more than 100 feet tall and 7
feet through I had planted that tree with my own hands the day I bought the ranch.  They just
couldn’t believe that it could be less than 100 years old.  As we gazed upward, there was a steady
hum of thousands of bees gathering pollen from the fairy like white blossoms, while the ground
at our feet was covered with feathery white.

We then inspected the dogwoods and the red buds, the paw paws and the wild rose, which
Elizabeth Ryker dug and sent to us from a cow pasture near Springfleld, M0.  We visited the
poke match where the poke stalks were higher than the girls' head.  They squeezed poke berries
and giggled delightedly as they thumb-printed their hankies with red 'ink' and swore that they
would never wash them again!  I showed them the towering cypress tree, the seed of which was
gathered in the Garden of Gethsemane and the Desert Athel (salt cedar) which I dug from a dry
wash near Salton Sea.

As they waived "Bye", the younger girl said, "We've had one swell time.  Many, many
thanks!"

So was demonstrated a priceless by-product of our flower-and- fruit-growing activities.
They bring us many precious new friends each year.

AMON J. FORTNER
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SNOW AT LITTLE OZARKS
Waste Basket - January 25, 1949

Sunday afternoon, January 11, 19xx, I could see snow storms playing along the high
mountain range a few miles from our home.  By nightfall, even the lower foothills were covered
with a vast white blanket.  But I never even dreamed that Old Boreas would march right on down
to Little Ozarks!

On Monday morning, I was up as usual, around 4 a.m., intending to do this article for the
Waste Basket.  Everything was so deathly still outside that I could almost hear my own heart
beating.  It finally got on my nerves.  I opened the front door to take a look at the weather—and
almost fell over backward in my astonishment.  A swirling, blinding snow storm was on and I
could scarcely see the street light not more than one hundred feet away and of course all the
ground was covered white.

It eased up after a time but a few big feathery flakes kept on floating down at intervals.
By daylight, there was about 4 1/2 inches of snow on our front lawn and the orange trees were
bending low with their fluffy burden.  Even the telephone and electric wires were carrying a
heavy load of snow and resembled huge white ropes stretched across the yard from the house to
the street curb line.

The snow was damp enough to ball up perfectly.  It wasn’t long until Dora and I were
rolling up a huge snowball which in no time at all was 3 1/2 feet in diameter and weighed several
hundred pounds.  With sufficient help, we could just as easily have rolled it up to a diameter of
five or six feet.  We hadn’t used a fraction of the snow on the lawn to make it so large . . . Now a
3 1/2 foot snow ball in southern California isn't to be sneezed at—or is it?

Not so long ago. Samantha wrote me about the beauty of winter scenes around her home.
I think she knew I was getting heart hungry for such things but I didn’t dream she would up and
send me such a generous slice of that thrilling winter weather!  Thanks, Samantha.

Strange as it may seem, the recent snow storm in Pomona was a life saver for the orange
growers - (we hope!)  The weatherman had predicted sub-freezing temperatures, down to 20 de-
grees for Sunday night.  On Monday morning, the big snow storm had moved in and our ther-
mometer read 33 degrees, 13 degrees higher than had been predicted.  Again, the weather man
predicted 18 degrees for Monday night.  On Tuesday morning, a still heavier storm of snow was
falling and the thermometer again read 33 degrees.  He missed it 15 degrees that time!

.     .     .
Back in the Ozark Hills, we had an old "hazel-spilter" sow who could predict blizzards

with 100 percent accuracy.  In early spring, the bluebirds might be singing and the balmy breezes
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blowing, but if I saw that old Lady Hog galloping through the woods, carrying oak leaves in her
mouth to build a big warm bed, I knew instantly that a blizzard was due within 24 hours.  That
old sow never told me a lie in her life.  The blizzards she predicted always came.  (You can
check the truth of  as that statement with Anna Lou Griffith).

If I ever decide to become an orange grower in California, my very first investment will
be in an old Lady Hog.  She could beat these local weather prophets, 3 times out of 4.

Seriously, folks, it is amazing how little damage apparently has been, done to our shrub-
bery and orange trees here at Little Ozarks.  We lost our lantanas and our poinsettias.  Our avoca-
do trees have some dead leaves on them but neither our orange, lemon, nor grape fruit trees show
any signs of leaf damage whatsoever!  I suppose our citrus fruit is ruined but even that isn’t a
sure thing, for frequently oranges and lemons recover to a remarkable degree.

But one thing is certain.  If we do have any citrus fruit left in the Pomona valley, it will
be entirely due to the 6 inch snow storm in Pomona and the warmer weather which came in its
wake.  However, if we have a fair crop of oranges and lemons this year, some folks say they are
going right back to the Ozarks and set out an orange grove.

AMON J. FORTNER,
1662 East 7th,
Pomona, Calif.

Editor Note:  Mr. Fortner adds this as a footnote:

"A whole week has passed since the above was written.  Our 3 1/2 foot snowball has de-
creased in size until it is only about 2/3 as large.  I think it will last another whole week at least.
There still is no apparent damage to the foliage of our orange and lemon trees and about half our
citrus fruit shows i a-1 condition.  We have never had a single smudge pot at Little Ozarks and
we never will."

L.M.U.   (Lucile Morris Upton)
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FROM LITTLE OZARK
CALIFORNIA WEATHER

SMUDGE POTS AND CROWS
Waste Basket - March 27, 1949

For some reason California weather seems to run in cycles.  Consequently, this second
year of "unusual" weather was no great surprise to any of the old timers who lived through the
disastrous freeze years of 1912 and '13.

However due to the wide spread use of orchard heaters the frozen fruit losses were held
down to a remarkably small percentage of the total crop, so that actually the cash returns for fruit
in the Pomona district were greater in the freeze year of 1949 than in the previous warm year of
1948.

However, this doesn’t mean that the citrus growers made more money, for the heating ex-
pense was terrific due to the extremely high prices paid for oil and labor.  Nevertheless, the
growers went all out again in their efforts to save their fruit and the results have been simply aw-
ful.

On several occasions, a black pall of smoke has hung over the entire citrus growing areas
until almost noon.  On one particular morning the smoke was so dense that a large band of crows
actually got lost in the sea of smog and made an emergency landing at Little Ozarks. They com-
pletely took over our biggest eucalyptus tree and staged an indignation meeting, which was the
forerunner of many such meetings held since by irate property owners in Pomona and surround-
ing towns.

The language those crows used in berating the orange growers responsible for the
smudge smoke was really unprintable!  (If President Truman had been present, he could have
picked up some brand new naughty words to call Drew Pearson.)

Could it be possible that the hot air released by those outraged crows on our coldest
morning prevented our own oranges from freezing???  We never lighted a single orchard heater
at Little Ozarks, yet our oranges certainly were not frozen!

This makes one wonder if the hot air released at the property owners indignation meet-
ings might not better be used to raise the temperature, of the entire Pomona valley on chilly
nights.  Anyway, this scheme is as much worth trying as many of the crackpot suggestions which
have been advanced as solutions for the orchard heating problems.

But back to the noisy crow convention at Little Ozarks on Black Friday.  All during the
time the clamorous yapping was going on a few rugged individualist would take off and disap-
pear briefly into the black unknown.  No doubt they were trying to pick up some familiar land-
mark to establish their whereabouts.  But the brave sallies were fruitless and the adventurers re-
turned cawing their defeat, as though Satan himself pursued them.
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At long last, as the smoke clouds lifted, the crow convention began to break up.  But it
took a full hour for the more timid souls to make up their minds to follow their leader.  On sev-
eral occasions since that day a few crows have landed in the big tree on days when there wasn’t a
trace of smudge smoke in the sky...Now if those big black birds think they are going to take over
our Dove Haven for a rest room they are in for a surprise.  I’ll borrow my neighbor's shot gun.
Those big eucalyptus trees belong to our wild dove families, first, last, and all the time.

AMON J . FORTNER,   1662 E. 7th,  Pomona, Calif.

Amon had a relationship
with the Pomona Fruit Growers
Exchange.  This is a letter he re-
cieved from them about the re-
sults of the cold weather he
wrote about above.  In it he ex-
plains about the heaters (smude
Pots) and how they helped keep
the orchards from freezing.

R.D.F.

My brother Carl and his friends who were older than me, worked for some area citris
growers keeping smudge pots going all night several times.  If you are not clear what smudge
pots were, they were crude heaters placed all over an orange grove.  They burned crude oil or de-
isil fuel to keep the temperature up in the grove to hopefully stop the fruit from freezing.  They
burnt so inefficiantly that they produced a dark heavy smoke that drifted all over the valley.
This is why Amon disliked them so much.   -   R.D.F.
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
DAFFODILS

Waste Basket - May 9, 1949

By reason of the unusual winter, our little ranch has been far more beautiful this year than
ever before: and more beautiful, I think, than it may ever be again.

The extremely cold weather in early January held back the blossoming period of every-
thing, from the tiniest bulbs to the towering eucalyptus trees.  In  ordinary years, we can always
find a few, narcissus blooms scattered here and there all winter long.  But this year, nary a daffy
blossom did we see until the first day of March!

Also, we can generally gather a big mess of poke greens, wild lettuce and lamb’s quarter
by mid February.  But this year we didn’t have our first poke greens, salt pork and pot likker un-
til April Fool’s day.  Yum, yum yum.

However, this long delayed blossoming season proved to be a blessing in  disguise.  Not
only were all of our flowers much larger and with longer, sturdier stems but the increase in num-
bers was simply amazing. Almost over night, it seemed, our daffy gardens changed from vivid
green to solid gold.  Dora and I were soon gathering daffodils from early morning until the set-
ting of the sun.  We even had to gather the flowers by moonlight, when folks would come and
honk their horns for daffodils at 8 p.m.

Raising daffodils is a fascinating avocation.  It is one type of business in which you can
eat your cake and have it, too.  We gather as many as 2000 daffys in a single forenoon - and
when we have finished we can not miss them.   The golden carpet seems to stretch afar as richly
unbroken as when we started.

Our daffodil business was not a planned enterprise by any means.  We bought two dozen
mixed bulbs when we bought the ranch in 1917.

A quarter of a century passed and those daffy things have multiplied until we now have
them by thousands not growing in any solid plantings but in groups scattered here and there,
wherever we could find a sizable vacant spot of ground.

The final effect has been marvelous, for everywhere you look today you see  daffodils,
daffodils, and still more daffodils.  To paraphrase the immortal Wordsworth.  "Beside the road—
—’neath orange trees, fluttering and dancing in the breeze."

The effect is so strikingly beautiful that in one week, recently, two Visitors quoted Words-
worth's lines and one romantically-minded lady teacher actually read the poem clear through to
the end.
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Incredible as it may seem, some folks make the two mile trip out to Little Ozarks two or
three times in a single day, each time bringing some special friend with whom they wish to share
the vivid glory of Daffyland.  Others come to take color pictures not only of the daffodils but of
the dogwood, the redbud and particularly the old apple trees.

By now, I suppose that my Waste Basket friends will imagine that Dora and I are very
wealthy selling daffodils.  In one sense they are exactly right - but not financially speaking.
After our expenses for fertilizer and irigation water are all paid, I do not, if we make as much as
50c per hour for our labor of love and either of us could make far mare than that in other lines of
activity.

But our real reward comes from the priceless friendships which we make during our Daf-
fy season each year.  In fact, this has grown into something like an annual homecoming time.  A
resurrection and renewed blooming of old friendships as well as flowers.

Folks are funny that way.  Unless there is some special reason, they never once think of
the joys they are losing when they lose contact with old friends . . . Our very first customer this
year was “Louise.”  Louise is a darling woman whom we have known and loved for over 40
years.  Louise has been living in a beach town for several years and we do not get to see her
more than 'once in a blue moon.'   But since we began to raise daffodils, Louise simply cannot
stay away and each time she comes we have at least an hour of heart-to-heart joy in living over
precious memories of the long ago.  Louise is just one of  hundreds of such friends with whom
our Daffy business has rewarded us.

Yes, daffodils are truly prolific and their profits multiply perennially with most heart-
warming dependability.  Oh how we love our daffodils!

AMON J. FORTNER,
1662 E. 7th, Pomona. Cal.
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LITTLE OZARKS
FLOWERS

Waste Basket - 1949

In a previous article I mentioned the amazing effect of the now famous California bliz-
zard on our daffodils, jonquils and snowflakes.  For all of these flowers the January snowstorm
proved highly beneficial, so that they grew longer stems and larger blossoms than ever before.

I was somewhat puzzled as to why this should be, until I received a letter from 'Saman-
tha.'  She just casually mentioned the fact that the late heavy snowstorm at Hurley might not be
an unmixed misfortune for she said it would add considerable nitrogen to the soil and benefit the
pasture lands and wild flowers.

Say——that girl just thinks of everything, doesn’t she?  Now I think she has found the
explanation for the good behavior of our daffodils!  That infinitesimal but of nitrogen released
continuously over a period of days by the melting snow may have had a miraculous effect in
stimulating their growth.

And who says there isn’t anything in a name?  There surely must be, or our "snowflakes"
responded to the January snowstorm to a far greater degree than any other member of the bulb
family.  Ordinarily, snowflakes blossom when they are about 12 inches high.  This year, they
averaged 2 feet or more and some of them were even taller than the yardstick I used to measure
their growth!  All of our visitors admire the snowflakes and they are the hardiest of all our bulbs.
They also blossom continuously all winter long.  Incidentally, snowflakes are distinguished from
the old fashioned "snow drops" by a tiny spot of green on each white petal.

OUR LILIES OF THE VALLEY responded nobly to the cold snowy weather.  We have
had them growing for several years but their sprays of drooping white bells were so tiny and in-
conspicuous that we had decided they were not worth raising.  However, this year those "valleys"
really snapped out of it and were breathtaking, both in their size and in their matchless beauty.
Now I no longer wonder why they are so popular in eastern floral markets?

We also have a bed of wood hyacinths and they, too, gave us a pleasant surprise.  They
grew so tall and husky that we could include them in our bouquets of daffodils, something we
have never been able to do,  previously.

NOW ABOUT our Ozark wild flower garden, the plants for which Pearl Kincaid gath-
ered in the hills and hollers of Hickory county, Missouri.  A few plants were sent to me by Mrs.
Verda Cox, also, who publishes the "Back to Eden" magazine at DeQueen, Ark.

We have pink and blue trilliums, yellow violets, Jack-in-the-pulpits and a large bed of
Sweet Williams, also several other Ozark wild flowers and plants the names of which I do not
know.

I did have a few white petaled daisies, (wind flowers to you, perhaps) but they died out.
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Now if Mary Holman Grimes will only send me some of those daisies, along with some real
"Johnny-jump-ups," my wild flower garden will be complete and I’ll love her more than ever.

The old fashioned purple lilacs are one thing that never seem to blossom satisfactorily in
California.  Ours did somewhat better this year, but they were still far inferior to those which
used to grow in the front yard of my boyhood home in Missouri.  A lady visitor recently assured
me that she grew perfect lilac blooms, "just as large and  fragrant as any she ever saw back east"
simply by fertilizing them with ice cubes all winter long!

This gave me a whale of an idea.  Among other things, I am a refrigerating engineer.
Why not install a small ice machine, burying some refrigerating coils in a patch of ground and
freezing it harder than a rock for several for several weeks each winter.  Folks, that’s not half as
crazy as it sounds!  Freezing ground is just as simple as steam heating it and my friends, Pearl
and Eunice Parker have been doing that for years at Walnut Grove and raising sweet tater plants
right in zero weather.

MY PLAN could even be carried much farther.  The same machine which would be used
to pump the heat out of the cold spot could easily deliver the same heat to an adjoining green
house, thus killing two birds with one stone.  That very arrangement is being installed in hun-
dreds of large buildings throughout the United States, so why not apply it to California horticul-
ture!  If I did that, I betcha I could raise some super-perfect lilac blooms, also peonies, lilies of
the valley and many other things that. definitely require low ground temperatures during their
dormant period.

I might even plant a few currant bushes around the edges of my cold spot - and thereby
hangs a tale.  Several years ago, a friend brought us some eastern currant bushes from the old
home farm back in Pennsylvania.  I planted them out, fertilized them well and gave them lots of
water but nary a currant did those bushes ever bear until this "unusual" year.  They were growing
in an out-of-the-way location and I didn’t see them very often.  Imagine my surprise and delight
when I recently found those bushes just hanging full of ripe red currants!  Did "Mommy" Dora
and I eat them up quick, before the smarty jaybirds found them?

There is a definite possibility that this freak year may result in a very small crop of or-
anges for next year.  Ordinarily, by the middle of March the Pomona valley is fragrant with the
scent of orange blossoms.   This year there wasn’t a single bloom on our trees until early May.
Even then, the bloom was not too heavy.  At the present time, the little bitty oranges are not
much larger than shelled peas. when they should be as large as his marbles at least.

The weather all spring has been gloomy and cold, so that even now we light our gas heat-
er every morning, or build a fire in the fire fireplace.  In my humble opinion, a few blistering hot
days will cause those baby oranges to shower down like rain, for the smaller oranges are the
more suscentible they are to hot weather.  I’ve seen that proven time and again in years gone by,
Bye Folks,

AMON J. FORTNER
1662 E. 7th St., Pomona, Cal.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
GREEN APPLE TIME

Waste Basket - June 6, 1949

It’s green apple time at Little Ozarks again and our 3 year-old grandson (Norbert Wayne
Fortner) is already wistfully eying the June apple tree on which the fruit is beginning to color up.
. .Why that kid prefers to eat-green apples rather than the ripe oranges growing 50 feet away, re-
mains a deep mystery.  So far, he has managed to survive the ordeal with no dire results.  Perhaps
I had better knock on wood.  The apple tree for instance.

Fallen apples are never wasted on this ranch, though fallen oranges frequently lie on the
ground until they are worthless.  You see, green apple pie will soon be the dessert de luxe on the
dining tables of the Fortner clan.

We have one apple tree that is practically ever-blooming.  There is hardly a Sunday all
summer long that I can not gather corsage of pink apple blossoms from that tree.  To me they are
the, loveliest of all flowers and apparently other folks think so too.  On several occasions, ladies
have come to Little Ozarks solely to have their pictures taken in an a apple blossom background.

I have been thinning peaches this week and the ground beneath each tree is literally cov-
ered with green peaches.  Never before have we thinned our peaches sufficiently and the results
has often been devastating breakage of tree limbs.  This year I have been determined to avoid all
that - or bust a shoe string.

The orange trees have blossomed heavier this year than was ever known in California his-
tory and even now, though the trees are laden with tiny green oranges, they still continue to blos-
som.  It has been reliably reported that airplanes coming into the Pomona valley from the east
have scented those orange blossoms 50 miles away.

Orange trees usually take care of their own thinning, sometimes to a disastrous degree.
Back in 1918, there came a blistering hot day when the temperature in Pomona rose to 118 in the
shade.  Within a week, practically every green orange in the Pomona valley had dropped off and
the fruit loss proved far greater than that caused by any freeze year we have ever had.

I have good reason to recall this disaster, just referred to, most vividly.  For I was em-
ployed as a refrigerating engineer for a fruit exchange.

I had to look for another job.

AMON J. FORTNER
1662 EAST 7th St.
Pomona, Calif.
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FROM LITTLE OZARK
Love of Children
Waste Basket - June 12, 1949

One of the most precious things in life is the spontaneous manifestation of love that tiny
children often express.  This has occurred in my own life countless times and on each occasion
my heart was profoundly stirred.

About 50 years ago, I attended church service alone one night.  I was seated beside a
young woman with a tiny girl.  My heart was heavy, for one whom I had loved dearly had gone
out of my life that day.  My sadness was reflected upon my face, I am sure.

Soon a miracle had happened.  The tiny girl, who couldn't have been more than one year
old, gazed into my face, then leaned forward and held up her lips for me to kiss.  Her mother was
amazed and struggled to suppress her laughter as she hastily placed the baby in my arms.  I held
the child throughout the entire service and time and again she would offer her lips for a kiss, to
her mother's almost uncontrollable amusement.  At the close of the service, when she took her
child from me, she said, "My daughter seems to have fallen deeply in love with you."

I never saw that baby again, but the memory of the incident has thrilled my heart a thou-
sand times along life's way.  I have always thanked God for having given me that hour.

After I had kiddies of my own, I remembered the craving for love on the part of a child
who was a stranger to me and I never left them without kissing them good-bye.  On one occa-
sion, a boy about five years old was playing in our yard when I kissed my children good-bye.  In-
stantly, he came running and said, "Kiss me, too!" and I did so, adding one for good measure.
Delighted, yet he was still unsatisfied.  He ran and brought his baby sister to me and said, "She
needs kissing, too."  Through that simple act I tied that boy's heart strings to me for life.  He
mentioned the incident to me after he was full grown.

One time I made a business trip to see a Spanish dairyman about installing refrigeration.
He spoke little English and it took some time to straighten out details of the transaction.  As we
talked, he was busy milking the string of cows, while his small son toddled about his babyhood
affairs underfoot.  I was seated on a low milking stool nearby.  In a few moments, the child
stopped playing and came and crept into my arms and from that haven smiled blissfully towards
his Daddy, as though to say, "See what I have done!!"  From that moment, that entire family
loved and trusted me.  The young mother, who also spoke no English, would bring her baby for
me to love whenever I had occasion to call on business.

Among my refrigeration customers was a young Hollander who had been in the United
States only a few months.  While working at his place, I needed matches and knocked on the
kitchen door to ask for some.  As the door was opened, I glimpsed a tiny golden-haired babe, not
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even old enough to walk, on the opposite side of the room.  One glance into my face and that
babe came swiftly crawling across the floor to me.  I stooped and lifted her into my arms.  Her
sister, a more mature young lady of 3 urged me, "Hurry up! I wanna be kissed, too."  After that
day, I never visited that home without those tiny girls demanding a full tribute of love and kisses.

My most recent lady conquest is "Sharon", whose Mom and Dad are college students oc-
cupying one of our rental apartments.  With Sharon it was also a case of love at first sight.  Her
manifestations of love towards me are so remarkable that her mother recently said, "I believe
Sharon loves you better than any one else on earth."

Who on earth or ... above the earth can understand the love of a child?  Childhood's mani-
festations are so instantaneous, so almost unaccountable.  I think that beyond all doubt such love
is a part of the love of God.

AMON J. FORTNER
1662 East 7th
Pomona, Calif.
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From LITTLE OZARKS
Flowers in Bloom
Waste Basket - August 2, 1949

Day after day, the weather man has kept right on predicting "Hot! Hotter! Hottest!", for
that is the usual pattern of summer weather in the Pomona valley.  Three or four successive days
of gradually increasing temperature to a final climax of 100 degrees, (more or less) - then a cool
fog rolls inland from the Pacific ocean and Blooie! our hot spell is gone just like that.

This year, however, the weather man seems totally unable to deliver much heat, so far.
He has handed us 90 degrees a few times with dire predictions for days ahead but invariably on
the following morning the skies would be overcast at daylight and we would have to build a fire
in the dining room to keep our teeth from chattering.

I almost wish I hadn't written the above, for 3 of the  dearest friends I have on earth - Earl
and Virginia Jessee and Virginia Lee - as evangelistic singers have been engaged in continuous
revival activities down in southeast Missouri for several months.  I feel certain that if Virginia
Jessee reads this piece it will make her even more homesick for her El Monte, home, for El
Monte is even cooler than Pomona.   Cheer up, Virginia, cooler nights will soon be coming along
in the Ozarks and just think how purty those Ozarks backwoods will be next October, when you
are back home.

The cool nights this year have sure been fine for sleeping purposes but what they did to
our vegetable garden was almost a tragedy.  I think our vegetables all quit growing at sundown
each evening, then slept soundly all night long ...... I can even prove that.  Our daughter Fern,
who lives  at Shawnee, Okla., has had earlier peas, beans, sweet corn, and tomatoes than we have
had at "Little Ozarks".  Certainly, no one can be blamed but the weather man, for I began plant-
ing my garden early in February.

My recent prediction of a heavy green orange drop hasn't materialized yet, for the simple
reason that we have had no blistering hot days.  But I surely was heartsick when I carefully ex-
amined our big old standby lemon tree and found that NOT A SINGLE BUD OR BLOSSOM
has ever appeared upon it, since the January blizzard.  Never before in its history has a thing like
that happened.  Never before, in 30 years, has there been a time when we couldn't go-out each
day in the year and gather a few ripe lemons to cure the flu, garnish a salad, or concoct a pie.

(missing)......Flowers are a foot in diameter and gradually change from white to green.
They remain perfect all the rest of the year as ever-lasting flowers.

To me, the most thrilling of all our flowering trees is our magnolia, because of its striking
appearance in bright moonlight.  Then, its enormous white creamy blossoms are outlined against
the dark glossy green foliage.  The flowers are never closely assembled but each seems to stand
alone in queenly beauty.

Those flowers are surely a masterpiece of nature in design.  They are 7 to 8 inches in di-
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ameter.  Each has 9 large petals, shaped like an oversize tablespoon with a short handle.  These 9
petals are arranged in 3 rings 3 petals each, and no petal touches any other when they are in full
bloom.

As a centerpiece of each flower, is a tiny cone, similar in shape to a pineapple.  We see
after the petals have fallen, this center cone develops into a small scarlet blossom.  Not the least
charm of the magnolia is its delicate, clusive perfume, which is reminiscent of the water lily.

When our soldier boy went overseas and became submerged in the awful hell of war,
emerging only to endure the greater misery and starvation of the Munich Prison camp, there was
always one heart-touching line in the letters we received from him.  It was this.  "I WONDER
HOW THE RANCH LOOKS NOW".  This isn't as peculiar as you may think, for the scenes
around our home are ever swiftly changing.

"Herbie" was born at Little Ozarks.  Perhaps the first thing his baby eyes glimpsed were
the fragrant white orange blossoms just outside his Mama's bedroom window.  During the years
of his childhood and youth there was never a day when some sort of flowers were not in bloom.
Perhaps he didn't consciously see them at the time, but after he left home their fragrant beauty
lived on and on and on in his heart.

I would read that pathetic longing in his letter through scalding tears and then thank God
fervently that I had been able to give our soldier boy such precious memories to brighten the
gloom of prison walls.  Yes, he came home safe and sound, long after we had gone through our
Gethsemane, when the yellow message came with just these words --- "Missing in Action" ---

When through, joyful tears, I Saw him coming up the road with his soldier's pack, his
eyes were already eagerly devouring the rural beauty of his childhood home.

Amon J. Fortner,
1662 East 7th St.,
Pomona, Calif.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
Sunflowers

Wast Basket - (Written August 10, 1949)

The weatherman finally gave us a few hot days, but at no time has the temperature risen
above 100 degrees.  Peculiarly, on our most disagreeable day the thermometer registered only 85
but the air was humid and sultry and faintly growling thunder-heads hovered over the mountain
range.  That afternoon a few large drops of rain spatted down and exploded in the dry dust of the
roadway.  Now, however, it has cooled off again and there is a distinct feeling of autumn in the
air.  Another reminder of autumn is a forest of tall 'Brown-eyed Susans' growing along our west
property line.

Already, a band of desert canaries have moved in and are happily engaged in digging out
the tiny black seeds as fast as they ripen.

Last year, as some of you know, I started growing Mexican sunflowers.  I think they are
California's most outstanding floral creation.  Right now, hundreds of those golden smiling faces
are lifted to greet each morning's sun.  Their blooming season is rather short, owing to their pro-
lific flower production.  In order to have them in continuous bloom I have planted seed several
times, the last of which are just now coming up nicely.

The ripened seeds of Mexican sunflowers are completely hidden by the dried flower pet-
als and, that fact caused me to lose about 90 percent of my sun flower seed crop last fall.  When I
started to gather the seed, I found that the birds had beet me to it and had dug out every seed, ex-
cept those on smaller later blossoms growing near ground.  And were those birds fussy and indig-
nant over my intrusion when I tried to salvage what few seeds were left!!.

This year I have already protected the upper larger blossoms with inverted paper bags
and will let that bird-army harvest their seed from the smaller blossoms near the ground this fall.

In some way our double sunflowers 'mixed' with a few wild sunflowers growing in this
vicinity.  I suppose.  I was bitterly disappointed when the first blossoms began to appear, for not,
NOT ONE of those first blooms was double.  I wondered what the folks back in Missouri would
think of me for sending them such seed, but my fears subsided promptly when the gorgeous dou-
bles began to open up.  I also learned that the hybrid singles grew more vigorous and tall and
could be easily removed at any stage of their growth.  So, this year I will harvest gallons and gal-
lons of double sunflower seed for distribution among friends - I hope - I hope.

Another family of outstanding fall flowers is in bloom now.  I refer to the double "golden
glow".  I have them growing in several places and honestly they seem to be reaching for the sky.
Their color is clear lemon yellow and in pleasing contrast to the deeper yellow gold of the dou-
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ble sunflowers nearby.  I purchased the first specimen of double golden glow that I ever saw and
now have them growing by thousands.  They might be hard to control in a climate but they die
out in California if irrigation is withheld.

I didn't plant any zinnias this year but Margaret Dempsey, who lives just across the street,
has a whole yard full in bloom now.  Incidentally, zinnias are the main flower specialty of the
Los Angeles County Fair, (at Pomona) and there are literally acres and acres growing out at the
fair grounds right now, getting ready to put on a spectacular flower show next month.  In their
variegated colors they are as gay and bright as flags.

You could never guess what an ancient memory comes back to me as I look across each
day at Margaret's amazing zinnia garden.  I see an old time covered wagon camping over night
on a gravel bar besides a crystal stream in the Ozark Hills.  Just across a winding road is a tiny
field of corn and a picturesque log cabin set well back from the old rail fence in front.  On either
side of the foot path leading back to that cabin there are zinnias, and still more zinnias.  That
beautiful picture has been living in my heart for almost three score, years and ten' and, oh, how I
love Margaret for planting her zinnia garden.

Bye folks.  Amon J. Fortner,
1662 East 7th, Pomona, Calif.

This photo gives you an idea of what places at The Little Ozarks looked like.  In the cen-
ter of the photo is a bucket full of fresh fruit picked on the ranch.   -   R.D.F.
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LITTLE OZARKS
Eureka Springs Pole Cat

Published August 25, 1949

Eureka Springs Times-Echo
Eureka Springs, Arkansas

Gentleman: Aug. 15, 1949.

I am enclosing $2.50 for a year's subscription to your paper.  You have improved it amaz-
ingly since the present management took over.

The first thing I always look for is to see what "The Hyphen Reports".  I cut out and save
that column regularly.  I think I will use it to try to influence a livelier line of reporting among
some of these dead California reporters.  I also greatly admire the "News Notes" by Mrs: Annie
House.  So many of her items are of great historical interest to me.  I recall that terrific hailstorm
she refers, to as if it had happened only yesterday, instead of 65 years ago.  Also the city cop
(Mr. Willis) who almost got his block knocked off with an oversize hailstone became my Sunday
School teacher.

In the person of your "Clifty" correspondent, Mr. Wm. A. Bixler, you have a direct tie-in
with Pomona.  He and his beloved wife were earnest church workers in our midst a quarter of a
century ago.  I remember listening to his "Chalk Talks" and having my heart profoundly moved
by his simultaneously singing and illustrating "The Ninety and Nine".  Verily such people as
these are the salt of the earth and their influence is undying in the hearts of men.  Incidentally,
that song, "The Ninety and Nine" was popularized in Eureka Springs more than sixty years ago
by a lady evangelist named Mrs. Freeman.

In those days women preachers were not very popular among the churches.  But that mar-
velous woman of God surely cleaned up old Eureka Springs.  It was said that the number of con-
verts baptized following the revival was so great that it splashed most of the water out of the lit-
tle baptismal pool below the Magnetic Spring - and they had to stop and wait for it to fill up
again!

We were living in a little "holler' not far from the Basin Spring and our Daddy was work-
ing out at Mrs. Massmains saw mill for 50 cents a day and his board.  When he came home one
Saturday night, he brought us kids one of the cutest 'kitties' we had ever seen.  It was coal black
with beautiful white stripes.  My mother was simply horrified and stormed out, "Jake, are you
gone plumb crazy, bringing that there pole cat here?"  Daddy grinned knowingly and protested,
"Haw, Melissey, 'hit' has done been de-ordorized."

So the odorless kitty became a beloved member of our family household and set up
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housekeeping in an old cast iron stove out back.

A few days later, my parents were both away from home and my older brother persuaded
me a five-year-old-to take my kitty and go over to Basin Spring.  I never dreamed what would
happen--but it surely did!

When the ailing invalids sitting around the Basin Spring Park saw a tiny youngster ap-
pear in their midst with a polecat hugged lovingly in his arms, they seemed unanimously pos-
sessed with but one impulse to get away from that vicinity, and quick-before the bomb went off.

Some of those 'helpless' cripples were so eager to get going that they forgot all about their
canes and crutches and developed most amazing and unknown powers of speedy locomotion.  As
an outstanding example of miraculous' healing, that afternoon's performance was probably never
again equaled in the entire history of Eureka Springs - and that miraculous' healing wasn't all due
to Basin Spring Water, either.

Sincerely yours,
Amon J. Fortner
1662 East 7th, Street
Pomona, California.
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
September Flowers

Waste Basket - September 23, 1949

September is definitely a spring month in California so far as all members of the narcis-
sus family are concerned.  We have already begun to irrigate our daffodil beds to awaken the dor-
mant bulbs from their summer-long beauty sleep.  We keep them bone dry during the summer to
discourage wire worms and other insect pests.  We protect them from too much heat with a cover
crop of summer grass-(crab grass to you Missourians).

In late August we spray down the grass with diesel oil and then burn it off and start the
sprinklers going.  In just no time at all those bulbs are sending out new roots galore and within a
month the new green spears are beginning to appear above ground.

Why the narcissus family prefers to sleep in the summer time and then wake up and start
growing in September has always been a mystery to me.  However, that is exactly reason we
grow daffodils, for their flowering time comes in February and March when there are few other
flowers in bloom.

September is also sweet pea time in the Pomona valley.  Really, they should be up and
growing now to provide Christmas bouquets, but we haven't even planted any yet.  We've been
too busy harvesting and juicing up our Ozark concord grapes.

Fact is, I may not plant sweet peas, for our neighbor down the street has planted a long
row against a well protected trellis fence and every time I wish to do so I shall be able to look
across and see countless thousands of blossoms along about Christmas time.

September is likewise the time to plant our winter gardens.  Lettuce, mustard greens, turn-
ips, beets, onions and all varieties of the cabbage family should be in the ground right now.  Vast
fields of young broccoli and cauliflower plants are growing within a mile of where I sit writing
these lines.  Small winter gardens are much more profitable in southern California than our
summer gardens because they require very little irrigation.

* * *

Last month I commented on Margaret Dempsey's royal zinnia garden which reminded me
of one I glimpsed in the Ozarks hills almost 70 years ago.  This morning, across the garden
fence, Margaret told me she had gathered zinnias almost every day for two months and right now
they  are more beautiful than ever before.

Since zinnias are the official flower of the Los Angeles county fair, there are literally mil-
lions of them out there in bloom, nodding and beckoning to the throngs which will soon begin
streaming into the fair grounds.
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Our heavy planting of Mexican sunflowers proved to be a twittering success!  The shin-
ing black seeds were first discovered by a roving band of desert canaries.  Their yelps of joy
soon drew the attention of every blue jay and mocking bird for blocks around.

Those smarty jay birds tried their best to drive all the other birds away and even used un-
printable language each time they saw me approaching.  (I couldn't quite make out what they
were saying but I am afraid they may have described me pretty much in the manner President
Truman referred to Drew Pearson, the naughty things!)

* * *

Our friends, the Jessees and their pianist, Virginia Lee, came home from their six-months
evangelistic tour of the Ozarks.  Our long distance 'phone rang and I answered, to hear a sweet
voice say, "Know who this is?"  When I made a wrong guess, the voice went on, "I'm a gal fresh
from Missoury".  "Virginia Jessee?"  " 'at's me.  Just wanted to tell you we're coming by your
house tonight on our way to sing in Colton."

All day long I walked on air but the "Jessees" and Virginia Lee were detained until al-
most sundown.  When they arrived, the ladies swooped each other into most natural and affec-
tionate embraces with my Dora.  But somehow - even though we are well aware that this is time
honored old religious custom - 'Pete' and I couldn't manage to get in on it anywhere.  After joyful
greetings, we hastened to make a tour of "Little Ozarks" before nightfall.

The very first thing Virginia spotted was an immense poke plant, full of ripening poke
berries which was growing in the corner of our front yard.  She smiled a bit wistfully as she said,
"Only last week I saw them growing like that in fence corners in the Ozark hills".  Then she
added "I helped to can a lot of poke greens last spring at a place where we were staying."

"Pete" Jessee just had to see my pawpaw crop.  It was almost dark by that time and it
took him a few moments to locate any "Arkansas bananas" but he finally discovered one hanging
high in the top of the tree and it was really a whopper!..Then we saw the dogwoods, the red-bud
tree and a group of lovely pink lilies growing in a shaded dell.

Finally we came to the double sunflowers.  Both Pete and Virginia Jessee entered the
wire enclosure and walked out among the golden flowers.  One of them said admiringly.  "We
sure  didn't see anything like this down in the Ozarks."

Then we said our Goodbyes 'til we meet again' and hope that it will not be too long.

Bye folks.

Amon Fortner,
1662 E 7th,
Pomona Cal.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
The king bird of our little ranch

Waste Basket - October 12, 1949

The king bird of our little ranch is a tiny humming bird.  Either he, or one of his forbears,
came to little Ozarks before we did - and that was in 1917.

As Dora and I looked over things on that long ago day, the dry weeds were taller than our
heads in some places.  But along the San Antonio creek bank (the water runs underground) there
was a thicket of Indian tobacco, which has long-necked tubular yellow blossoms that somehow
resemble the old-fashioned Ozark cypress vine blossoms.  God must have made them especially
for humming birds.  They are so deep and slender that no other bird or bee can reach to the bot-
tom.  On one of those tall slender spikes sat the king humming bird - "Monarch of all he sur-
veyed".

I tried to establish a friendship right off and started talking to him in gentle pleading
tones.  Nothing doing.  He turned his head this way and that several times and then darted swiftly
at my face.  I think he was aiming for my eyes.  He came within inches, then changed his course
and buzzed on by - and was I skeered?

From that day to this, very few days pass that, I do not see our king humming bird and al-
ways, he will stop and sit on a limb nearby for a bit of conversation.  It's one-sided, of course, he
makes no replies, but he will sit for half an hour or more if I care to visit with him that long.
Never again after that first day has he darted at my eyes.

Our home seems to be in line with a crow flight somewhere in the mountains north of Po-
mona.  Just a little after daylight during certain months of the year dozens of crows fly over and
instead of being in one group they are stretched out for a distance of a mile or more.  Some of
them caw raucously when they get too far behind.

Just now and then one will light on the tiptop dead limb of an aged eucalyptus tree.  Al-
most invariably, when this happens the black birds declare war on the intruder and chase him off
their premises.

One day I saw two of them return from their victorious battle with the crow.  They started
to alight on a branch where our humming bird was sitting.  Instantly that baby king took out after
them and chased them clear off the ranch.  I've never seen the hummer chase a crow but I know
he wouldn't hesitate to do it for he thinks he can even lick me!

The mocking birds and the jays are about equal in numbers in our neighborhood, but the
jays are superior as fighters and sometimes when they get too active and aggressive the mocking
birds abandon Little Ozarks' almost entirely.  I never take sides but just let them fight it out, for I
well know that it will not be long before the jays scatter out and the mocking birds will return
again.
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What I can not understand is why the mocking-birds allow the jays to dominate them.
I've never seen a jay with spunk enough to fight a cat or dog, which I've seen the mockers do
countless times.  And they are not content with a short battle.  They will follow the dog or cat a
full block down the street, darting at him time and time again.

In nesting time, I've seen two male mocking birds lose all sense of fear and literally fight
to the death' over a lady bird--unless I took a hand in the battle and kicked them apart and drove
one of them away.

However, they are not half so violent as the buejays in the protection of their young.  A
bluejay family will cling together until the young ones actually seem to be larger than Papa and
Mama. It is really laughable to see the young jays flutter ravenously with their mouths wide open
to induce mother and Dad to hurry up with the worms.

By actual timing I have seen the old birds bring on an average of a bug a minute to their
starving (?) kids.  I've watched them keep it up for an hour or more.

If a new family of young jay birds come off the nest, it's just too bad for any gardening
operations.  The first sweet corn patch I planted this year was just coming up when a bluejay
family moved in.

As fast as the tiny spears of corn pierced the ground, the jays would dig down and eat the
soft sweet kernel, leaving the tiny green stem to die.  Result-that patch of corn was a total failure.

Finally, however, there came a time when the parent jays declared their independence and
chased all their youngsters off the ranch until they learned to forage for themselves.  Then the
youngsters returned and 'lived happily ever after'.

(To be continued)

AMON J. FORTNER
1662 EAST 7th
POMONA, CAL.

Ed. Note:
I'm completely charmed by your Description of the humming bird. Mr. Fortner.  Can that

be the same type of humming bird we cherish in the Ozarks?  I never imagined the fragile, timid
little things could be courageous.  LMU
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
Flower Bulbs

Waste Basket - November 1949

In a previous letter I mentioned the spring aspects of our fall months in California - how
all the narcissus bulbs wake in early September and start making preparations to blossom in mid-
winter.

The earliest of all the narcissus blossoms are the golden yellow "Soliel D'or's" and they
come into full bloom about the first of October.  Then come the paper whites and the china lilies
to be followed a little after by the true jonquils and daffodils.  Beginning the first of October,
there is never a day thereafter when we can't gather a corsage of narcissus blooms.

Many people are confused over daffodils and jonquils.  To western flower lovers the
word "jonquil" is used only to describe the daffodils which have more than one blossom on each
stalk; also the jonquil foliage is slender and rushlike in appearance, sharply contrasting with the
broad ribbonlike leaves of the true daffodil.

In recent years, many hybrid jonquils have been introduced, the flowers of which are as
large as the daffodils and they still retain the habit of producing twins and triplets instead of sin-
gle blossoms.  The blooming season of the jonquil family is considerably longer than that of the
daffodils and the most valued flowers on our ranch are pure white jonquils parading under the
crazy name of "Shot Silk".  We never have enough of them to supply the demand for wedding
parties.

* * *

Another outstanding winter blooming bulb at Little Ozarks is the snowflake.  These are
surely appropriately named, for the colder it gets the more they blossom and they seem to thrive
best in deep shade.  Many of our visitors mistake them for the old fashioned lilies of the valley
which they resemble somewhat, except for their giant size....English violets literally run wild at
Little Ozarks and they also blossom only during the winter months, beginning in early October.
To my mind, no flower makes a more suitable or sentimental gift than a big bunch of long-
stemmed, fragrant violets, say at Christmas time.  I love to enclose a few in my letters back east
(to Samantha, for instance).

A lemon tree is something of a horticultural freak to my notion.  They blossom more or
less the whole year round and any time I want to get a whiff of mid-winter flower sweetness, I
have only to mosey up to our lemon tree.  Also, they set fruit the whole year round, so you may
find flowers, tiny lemons, half grown lemons and the fully mature yellow fruit all on the same
tree at the same time.  Recently, I enclosed some lemon blossoms in a letter to a darling friend in
the Ozark hills-and did I have that girl guessing???  "What on earth were the flowers with the
heavenly odor?"  And will she be surprised when she reads this and learns that I "handed her a
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lemon", for when the petals fall, tiny lemons will remain on the flower stem.

* * *

Recently, I neglected one of our lilac bushes and let get so dry that the leaves all fell.  I
watered it heavily and imagine my surprise when a week or two later it burst into full bloom....I
really thought I had something until I received my next copy of the "Eureka Springs Times
Echo" in which "The Hyphen" reported that lilacs and violets were blooming all over town.
Guess I'll have to move back to them thar hills.

By having wild trees and shrubs in our yard I learn things that otherwise I would never
know.  For instance, in early September I can actually count next year's dogwood blossoms,
although they will not open up until late March or the first time April.  For the first time our dog-
wood tree produced seeds and the rich red seed packages are more beautiful, perhaps then the
spring blossoms.

I don't know If Amarillo are common in the Ozarks or not.  But if they are, I wish some
one would tell me how on earth they blossom.  Right now our clumps of Amarillo bulbs are cov-
ered with riotous growth of foliage a foot high or more.  Next spring that heavy foliage will all
die down to the ground without producing a single blossom.  Along about next August the flower
buds will begin to appear and in no time at all flower stems three feet high will be covered with
blossoms. Some call them "naked lillies" for those flower stems do not have so much as a fig leaf
to hide behind!

Our Ozark wild flower garden is rapidly coming to life.  Two varieties of trilliums are
showing considerable activity and our bed of sweet Williams is giving promise of rich floral har-
vest to come.  Some Ozark wild flowers rapidly disappear in our garden, the white petaled dai-
sies and 'lamb's tongues', for instance but we have one lone Jack-in-the-pulpit that blooms year
after year! (Mary Holman Grimes, couldn't you spare a few plants from Little Wilderness?)

Out first spring (?) rain came a few days ago, bringing a solid two and one half inches'all
over our ranch.  I know, because had are empty pan sitting in the middle of our daffy patch and it
rained plumb full.  Did I breathe a great sigh of relief, for 33 consecutive weeks I have irrigated
our little farm with a three-hour run of water each Friday.  You sure do have to earn your posies
in California!

To the south and west of Pomona are ranges of low hills almost comparable in height to
the Ozarks mountains.  However all these hills are "Bald Knobs" and the hillsides are not quite
as in the Ozarks.

Some of them can be dry farmed in grain to the very top.  The steeper and uncultivated
hill areas are used for pasture lands.  And are seeded naturally to wild oats, alfalfa, and wild mus-
tard.

Here and there are solid patches of wild blue lupines growing.
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Since the recent heavy rain, these bare brown hills are springing to life again in vivid
green and they will remain so for months to come.

In some sheltered nooks, the wild scraggly walnut trees have already shed their leaves
and are being reclothed in a brand new robe of living green.

Along about March wild mustard blooms and poppie blossoms will splotch our green
hills with vast areas of solid gold.  Then they will become, of course, California's famous golden
hills.

AMON J. FORTNER
Pomona, Calif.

Editor's Note:
Imagine at the Thanksgiving season in Missouri opening & box of blooms sent the day

before from California's gardens!

It truly was a delightful surprise when I saw the package from "Little Ozarks" and found
lemon blossoms, a gorgeous shell pink rose, violets, narcissus, two lemons with leaves attached,
and a bunch of Ozark pokeberries.

My great thinks to Mr. Fortner for the samples of loveliness from his gardens.

My iris is fairly jumping out of the ground.  I can hardly wait for it to bloom.

I'm enjoying my daffodilas right now, though they are nothing to compare with the exotic
blooms sent me by Mr. Fortner.  Still they are mighty pretty.

Friends gave me some new varieties last fall and they are showing signs of blooming,
so I am eagerly watching to see what they are like.

We should be getting a report soon from George Rees on the progress of the Nixianna Iris
Gardens.  I'm firmly planning to see them this year when they are in bloom.

LMU
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AURORA - FROM LITTLE OZARKS
POMONA, CALIFORNIA - Waste Basket 1949?

I often have wondered why people from small country towns in the Ozarks settle in and
around Los Angeles.  In a recent report of the Aurora, Mo., picnic in Griffith park, Los Angeles,
I saw the names of many previous friends of long ago whom I would never dream could endure
the smog and congestion of big city life.

I am familiar with the locale in which some of those folks live.  The homes are beautiful
far beyond compare with our old cabin, the streets are perfect—but I wouldn’t live blocked in
that way if some one gave me a deed free of charge to a hundred thousand dollar home.

Like most of the Ozark folks who come to California, we too, landed in Los Angeles,
fully expecting to make it our future home.  Just one day and night in an upstairs apartment in
downtown Los Angeles made us so homesick for the peace and quietness of old Aurora that I
didn’t even try to keep from bawling in the wee small hours.  Before daylight of our second day
in California.  I was dragging heavy trunks down stairs to a waiting horse-drawn vehicle and we
shook the dust of Los Angeles (as our home) from our feet forever.

We backtracked 32 miles nearer to our homeland, (the Ozarks), and settled in a town (Po-
mona) of 10,000 people.  This was more our size!  As “Samantha” says, we felt that life would
be much more beautiful and satisfying if we were medium sized frogs in a little dry mud puddle
like Pomona, than if we were mere wiggletails in a great big lake.  The fact that Pomona was a
dry town influenced us greatly in the decision to make it the home for our rapidly increasing
family of boys and girls.
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Incredible as it may seem of our children grew to manhood and womanhood in Pomona,
without ever seeing one single drunk man or woman.  I myself see more drunks each week now
than saw during the entire first 10 years of our life in Pomona under prohibition.

Invariably, when we tell or Los Angeles friends we live in Pomona, they say, "Isn’t it aw-
fully hot out there?"

I reply, "No, it isn’t nearly so hot as the Ozarks."

Then I proceed to prove it by government weather reports from both places.  I also tell
them that I can cool, my feet, by walking on snow in late June within a dozen miles of our home.
Then their eyes really do bug out!  It is simply amazing how densely ignorant some of the Los
Angeles people are concerning all areas outside of the Los Angeles city limits.

During all of our 42 years of life in California, I have never tried to persuade one single
person to come to California.  On the other hand I have advised many people to stay away.  I
have always felt, and still feel, that the opportunities for living a happy, full life are far greater in
the middle west than in any of the Pacific coast states.

I do know this for a certainty: During the first 5 years of our married life in Aurora, Mo.,
we saved enough out of my meager savings to pay for our tiny home completely.  We didn’t owe
a dollar on earth.  We had also bought, (cash and carry), three of the sweeties kiddies in the
world. We had also saved enough to buy our tickets and move to California.

We started in all over again to build our present, home, it took us 37 years to get out of
debt!  I was never unemployed for one single hour of that entire time and my salary was always
larger than I had ever earned in the Ozarks.

Yes, folks, California, right now, is a mighty good place to stay away from.  So these
days, I advise all young folks, including my own sons and grandsons - go east young man and
grow up with the country.

AMON J. FORTNER.
1662 E. 7th, Pomona Cal.
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THE AURORA PICNIC
FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"

Waste Basket - 1949?

There are days in our lives which are outstanding by reason of heart stirring events that
occur.  Such a day in my life was Sunday, June 12, 1949.

For several years, a group of people from my old home town of Aurora, Mo. have been
holding semi-annual picnics at Griffith park in Los Angeles.  Somehow, I was never able to learn
of these gatherings until they were past.  Then my heart would be saddened because I had missed
an opportunity of renewing old time friendships.

This year, to my delight, I received a cordial to attend, from Helen  Gember Roberts, who
is the highly efficient secretary of the picnic association.

Mrs. Roberts wrote me that if I would come, she and her husband would pick me up at
the Los Angeles union station and take me to the picnic grounds, I couldn’t miss an opportunity
like that, so I immediately called her on long distance and assured her that I would be there at the
proper time and "Just a rarin’ to go."

Mrs. Roberts and I hadn’t seen each other since she was a tiny, (5-year- old) Missouri girl
and I anticipated some difficulty in our recognizing each other.  I needn’t have worried!  That
lovely woman came as straight to me as a bluebird flies in the Ozarks and said, "Come on, Mr.
Fortner.  Let’s go."  Just like that!

Her husband was waiting in the car a short distance away and in no time at all we were in
the Fern Dell canyon, where the picnic was to be held.  Then things began to happen rapidly for
me.  Within the first half  hour, I had met Mrs. Nora Kelton, who had been my classmate almost
60 years ago.

Nora and I hadn’t seen each other for almost 50 years, but she greeted me with the same
old mischievous smile which used to make my boyish heart turn flip-flops each time she glanced
at me in school.

To say that Nora and I had an enjoyable time is expressing it too mildly.  "Away back
yondar," that girl Nora wrote a tantalizing little jingle on the fly leaf of one of my school books.
I was an impressionable lad in those days and I am awfully sentimental, even yet.  So I had saved
that note, along with other school day keepsakes, for 57 years.  A few moments after we met, I
silently handed that ancient missive to Nora, without a single Word of explanation.

Her first reaction was astonishment, then bubbling laughter and in a moment she said, I
remember writing that thing one day at noon time and wondered if you would ever find it."  Then
she added, "I sure thought a lot of you in those days."
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Now I couldn’t remember it that way, at all.  What I recalled was my attachment for Nora
being distinctly a one-sided affair.  So I asked her, curiously, "How come, Nora?"  Then she
surely spilled the beans, when she explained, "Oh because you were the only boy in school who
could make me understand my algebra."  Apparently, it was not myself at all but my knowledge
of algebra that Nora loved.

Lest you get the idea that Nora's little note was torrid, or even sentimental, perhaps it
would be well for me to repeat it.  It ran something like this:

April 6, 1893 -  Amon:
Remember me, when far far off,
Where the woodchucks die with whooping cough. - N.H.W.

After reading it over several times, Nora said, with a chuckle, "Why, Amon, this thing
was truly prophetic."

And so it Was, we decided, for Griffith park was indeed "far, far off"  both in miles and in
vanished years, from the little old-time school house where we had been, classmates in 1893.

Then I suggested something else "Now, I’ll just betcha these here Griffith hills are lousy
with woodchucks coughing their heads of.' from the Los Angeles Smog."  And she agreed that
they certainly must be.

Finally, Nora and I had to break it up, for both of us had many other friends to see and
visit with awhile.  Besides, lunch time arrived and Helen Roberts banged vigorously with two
metal lids, until the gathering was silenced.  Then the beloved aged pastor of the old time Aurora
Presbyterian church, the Rev. William K. Howe, uttered one of the most beautiful and heart-mov-
ing prayers I have ever heard.  His voice was,  vibrant with suppressed emotion.  His intense ear-
nestness in bringing us to the Throne of Grace brought tears to many eyes, I know, because my
own were misted.  Incidentally, Howe had performed the marriage ceremonies for several of
those present, way back yonder in the homeland.

The lunch serving tables were just loaded down with delicious foods of all kinds, such as
only native Missouri women know how to prepare for an occasion such as this.  Of course, inevi-
tably, we all ate too much. . I know I did.  But after all, these Aurora picnics come but twice a
year.

The western, sun was nearing the skyline of the Griffith hills when we began to say
"Goodby"."  As I held Nora’s hand in farewell, I couldn't resist telling her, "Now Nora, you be
sure to bring along your algebra, the next time we meet."

My biggest thrill of the day came when tiny Judith Ryker declared she remembered me.
She thought she was only two years old when she saw me  last...She and I have a lovely secret
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together.

When the Roberts let me out at union station, they both said, "We will meet you here
again, in October."

. . . and they surely will, if I live that long!

AMON J. FORTNER

Ed. Note:  Fortner adds as a postscript that after writing the above letter he received letter
from Dr. D. F. Luckey, who was the teacher in the "little old school house" where he and Mrs.
Kelten went to school.

"I doubt if there ever was a greater teacher on earth than Dr. Luckey," says Mr. Fortner.
"He came direct to Aurora from the State Teachers Normal at St. Genevieve.  He changed his ca-
reer and became Missouri state veterinarian for a period or many, many years until his  retire-
ment."

Mr. Fortner said that Dr. Luckey left Aurora in 1894 and this letter  was the first he had
heard from him since then.  Dr Luckey now lives in Tarkio. - LMU.   (Lucile Morris Upton)
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS'
California Quail and Doves

Waste Basket - January 1950

My friend and I were picnicking in a secluded canyon near Pomona, when a wild animal
squall shattered the silence surrounding us.  My hair almost stood on end, for I took it to be the
voice of a hungry wild cat.  To my nervous "Whaaat on earth is that?" my friend smiled and ex-
plained.  "That isn't any wild animal at all, but just a California quail calling for its mate."  A mo-
ment later our feathered noise-maker trotted across the road not more than a hundred yards away.

My close acquaintanceship with California quail developed after we purchased the wild
land which later became "Little Ozarks".  Apparently, those squalling birds had been using our
land for nesting grounds for countless years and were in no mood to give it up.  I soon learned to
love their outlandish yells for they sounded so wild and free and gave such an appropriate touch
to our country living.  Those quail continued to nest at Little Ozarks for a full quarter of a cen-
tury after we came and became so tame that they would build their nests beneath the rhubarb
plants within 50 feet of our back door.

Of course, their casualty rate was high due to their habit of nesting on the ground that
didn't seem to discourage them one bit, for they would always start building another nest no mat-
ter what might have happened to the first venture.  The last quail nest at Little Ozarks (of which I
have any knowledge) was built in a tangle of shrubbery within a few feet of a busy street and by
that late date there were plenty of kids and cats and dogs in our neighborhood.  It seemed incredi-
ble that the little quail home would remain undisturbed until the babies were hatched out.  How-
ever, I decided to make an effort to protect the nest and brave Mama bird from destruction.

* * *

I solicited the aid of a little lady across the street and together we encircled that quail nest
with a heavy woven wire fence 3 feet high.  "Mum was the word".  We called that small enclo-
sure our "game farm" and we didn't tell our secret to a living soul.  We had an appointed time
when we would visit the game farm, always eager to catch a glimpse of the beady eyed Mama
quail.  June and I would approach the nest with the utmost caution, hoping each time that the
bird would trust us enough to stay on the nest.  Nothing doing!  Invariably, came that startling
whir of wings which announced her swift departure for parts unknown - and June would always
utter a small scream.  After that, we would carefully count the eggs and there were always ex-
actly 13 (an unlucky number?)

Then one day came near disaster though not to the tiny quail home.  June seemed some
what paler than usual that morning and quite nervous.  She caught my arm impulsively as we ap-
proached the "game farm" and when that sudden whir of wings began to beat the air.  June didn't
scream.  She just gave a low moan, swayed toward me - and passed out completely!  I caught her
in my arms as she started to fall.  Somehow I carried that girl out of the brush patch and laid her
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gently on the front lawn across the street.  June's next door neighbor came running and helped
me to carry the girl into the house.  As we did so, she made this gritty comment, "June ought to
be paddled good and hard for going over there this morning.  She passed out same way yester-
day."

But "all's well that well that ends well".  The ambulance arrived and took June to the ma-
ternal hospital and within a few hours she had a little fledgling of her own to care for.

The very next morning, when I visited our game farm alone the whir of wings failed to
greet me.  Thirteen broken white shells were all that remained in the nest but when I walked on a
few feet there were suddenly tiny quail running, running, in all directions!  Then somehow they
merged into the surroundings and I never saw them again.

June's baby girl and I became great pals. Her Daddy claimed that I was something special
in the way of a God Father.   Having begun carrying her around before she was even born??

* * *

We had been living at "Little Ozarks" for several years before any wild doves moved in.
The first dove which came had apparently been taken from its nest when young and raised as a
pet.  Our winged visitor shown no fear of human beings and would come almost within reach of
my hands.

A few days later, another and much wilder dove appeared and the pair soon set up house-
keeping in the jungle top of our biggest eucalyptus tree - (which incidentally, is an evergreen).  It
wasn't long until that big tree was a regular apartment house for dove families, descendants no
doubt of the original pair of build homesteaders.  They build their nest high above the ground
and apparently on a permanent basis, adding a few sticks, straws and feathers at nesting time
each year.

Right now - in early January those little busybodies are beginning to carry home-building
materials and apparently they are not going to wait for any June weddings this year.

* * *

California doves have a peculiar call, utterly unlike the persuasive cooing of the eastern
turtle dove and their voices are rather harsh and commanding.  In calling, they utter only two
notes instead of the three repetitive notes which an eastern dove invariably uses,  I am not sure
whether our doves mate for life or not, but certainly they are very much inclined to associate in
pairs and when one appears alone in a tree top it will immediately start calling for its mate,  After
a few moments the other dove will arrive or the one you are watching will fly away to the ren-
dezvous.  There the two will sit contentedly side by side for hours.

One would think that with such a heavy dove population our gardens might suffer.  Ex-
actly the reverse is true for the doves seem to live entirely on bugs, worms and insects, for which
they search persistently up and down our garden rows.
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About once a year in early spring time, I hear the age-old cooing call of the eastern turtle
dove and that, of course, always takes me back to my childhood days in the Ozark Hills.  Last
spring one lone turtle dove remained at Little Ozarks for almost a week, calling persistently.  No
other dove of its kind came or even answered, So finally the stranger went away.

The incident set me to wondering if it would be feasible to get a pair of eastern turtle
doves and raise some "younguns" in captivity.  Then I think they - the younger ones - would re-
main indefinitely, for after all that is practically what happened when one lone tame California
dove decided to make Little Ozarks its home, and thus established our "Dove-Haven".

AMON J. FORTNER,
1662 E. 7th Street,
Pomona, Calif.

AURORA HIGH SCHOOL

This is a photo of the Aurora School as Amon remembered it in the following story.
Look at the bell tower that is center to the story.   -    R.D.F.
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
Aurora High School
Waste Basket - February 23, 1950

I was going over some old pictures, recently and came upon one of the old Aurora High
school.  As I gazed at the familiar landmark, countless precious memories filled my heart, for it
was there I spent the last 4 happiest years of my school life.

One outstanding feature of the old school house was the bell tower, the floor, of which
was well above the roof of the main building and afforded a clear view of the country for miles
around.  On a clear day, the house tops in Mt. Vernon and Verona could be seen from that point.
On lovely spring days, several of us boys would climb up there to eat our noon lunches, while
enjoying the cool breezes and the marvelous view of the surrounding countryside.

Naturally, the high school girls envied us in having a privilege traditionally denied to
them.  So on one occasion, several of the most daring gals decided to climb up the ladder, regard-
less, leaving one lone gal down below to shoo inquisitive boys away when they would be coming
down again.

This plan didn't work out according to schedule.  Several lower grade boys, playing on
the school grounds, spied the girls in the eagle's aerie and rushed
inside.

Of course, the lone girl at the foot of the ladder couldn't cope with such a roughneck
gang, so the girls high above were securely trapped with no avenue of escape.

When the time came for the afternoon classes to begin, one girl was brave enough to sac-
rifice her cherished notions of decorous womanly behavior and started hastily down the ladder,
boys or no boys!  However, the determined expression and the white anger that shone on her face
were too much for those naughty lads below and they broke and ran - while the running was still
good!

* * *

Of course, the incident should have ended then and there, but it didn't.  Our "Prof", was a
hot tempered little man, with archaic notions regarding womanly behavior.  Since he naturally
couldn't administer corporal punishment to a bevy of girls, some of whom were larger than he, he
substituted a bitter verbal  chastisement that went far beyond all bounds of reason, particularity
in his scathing denunciation of the one brave girl who had broken the jam by courageously start-
ing the descent while those naughty boys were still present.  Some of the things he said were so
cruelly unjust that the girl's big brother promptly decided to "lick the teacher good".

However, at the showdown he refrained because of the size and chronic invalidism of his
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intended victim and took it out in a tongue lashing instead.

After a cooling off period, the "Prof" was glad, of course, to make proper apologies.
Never the less, at the beginning of the following school year we had a new teacher.  I can't help
smiling at the difference in school behavior then - and now.

* * *

A clear cut memory of another incident creeps into the high school picture, this time con-
cerning a lady teacher, scarcely out of her teens. She was so girlish and sweet that all of us older
boys promptly fell deeply in love with "Lena" (McReynolds.)

Of course, we never intentionally caused her any trouble by misbehavior. But one day a 6
foot country lad just couldn't resist taking a chew of tobacco a little while before noon.  "Lela"
thought Bill was chewing gum, so she promptly ordered him to stop.  Bill blinked, bugeyed,
swallowed a couple of times, and said, "I ain't chewin' no gum".  But Bill couldn't eat his' lunch
that day, and was he a sick boy?

Unfortunately several of the older girls had no scruples concerning going the limit in mis-
behavior, (I think they were slightly jealous of "Lena's" popularity among their boys).

It finally came to a showdown. The rules and regulations of the day and age demanded
that they receive severe corporal punishment for something they had done.  I didn't witness the
incident but one of the girls told me about it afterwards with tears in her eyes.

"Little Lena" started bravely in, whipping the largest girl in the group.  The switch de-
scended once!!  The switch descended twice - and began to register in the girl's face.  Lena just
couldn't stand it any longer.  She threw down her switch, then collapsed at one of the school
desks, burying her face in her hands and crying as though her heart would break.

Those girls were simply astonished.  Then the worst culprit of all slipped into the seat be-
side the teacher, put her arms around her and said, "Oh, Lena, we love you.  We will behave
hereafter."  And of course they did.

Precious, precious memories, of the long ago.

Everyone who went to school to Lena McReynolds and Mrs. Baker write me a letter,
please.  Hurry now.

AMON J. FORTNER
1662 E. 7th, Pomona, Calif.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
Arka-topia Poem

Waste Basket - April 19, 1950

Arka-topia

When we wuz kids in the Ozark Hills,
Dad had no gas nor electric bills.

Black jack wood 'n a coal oll light,
Kept the ole log cabin warm and bright.

The clear cold spring on the side of the hill,
Quenched our thirst, but sent no bill.

No telephone with a jangly bell,
Disturbed our rest when darkness fell.

When we wuz kids in the Ozark hills,
With sassafras tea Mom cured our ills.

In a spring house cool she stored our grub,
'N we took our baths in an old wood tub.

We hadn't much in the way of thrills,
When we wuz kids in them thar hills.

Out of bed in the early morn,
A cuttin' sprouts 'n a hoein corn.
Feeling abused 'n plum forlorn,

'Til we'd hear our Mom blow the dinner horn.

In early spring we et poke greens,
Come summer time 'twuz corn field beans.

With little taters (right bran new).
And maybe & luscious squirrel stew.

When twilight came to the Ozark hills,
We'd hear the yells of the whipporwills.

With a "whippor will" and a "whippoorwill",
So lonesome like in the dusky chill.

That our childish hearts would most stand still,
Till faintly back from a distant hill,
The echo came "Whippoorwill!".
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And then the jarfly's rasping woke,
A screechy owl in a big post oak.

He'd send out word on the summer breeze,
That he, by jings, wuz about to freeze.

While down by the river the deep woods rang,
Til the air seemed to quiver while the bullfrogs sang.

Just twilight dreams of the long ago,
In my easy chair, when the fire burns low.

AMON J. FORTNER

FROM LITTLE OZARKS
Pomona Farms

Waste Basket - May 1, 1950

I was awakened Easter morning by a heavy roll of thunder and vivid lightning.  Then in a
moment a torrent of rain and tiny hailstones descended on the low roof of my lean-to sleeping
room.

As I pulled up an extra blanket and listened to the rain on the roof.  I pitied the poor folks
who were even then on their way to sunrise services all of which had to be canceled, of course,
in the Pomona area.

But the rain which fell at Easter time rounded out one of the most perfect winters, from
an agricultural standpoint, that Southern California has ever known.  Even the freeze disaster?
Figures on that have been cut from an early estimate of 40 percent to less than 10 percent dam-
age in the Pomona area, as a result of the frequent light rains.  The farmers harvest one of the
heaviest crops of hay and grain they have ever known.

In a 30-mile drive from Little Ozarks recently, saw hundreds of whiteface cattle grazing
on hill pastures where the grass was knee deep.  In a barley field being used for pasture, a herd of
Holstein cows appeared to be swimming in a vast green lake of verdure.

Strawberry fields south of Pomona are in the best condition I've ever seen and the harvest
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is truly great.  Ahead of the pickers, the deep red berries may easily be seen clear across the 10-
acre fields.  Behind the pickers are the snow white blossoms in which the green berries do not
show.

Many hundreds of acres of rose bushes are raised around Pomona and there are more
coming with full bloom, which when once seen can never be forgotten.

* * *

When I started to gather an Easter bouquet for Dora's church I was amazed at the scarcity
of bloom compared to the previous month.  The thousands of daffodils and jonquils were all
gone and even the purple violets had disappeared.  But I made up a beautiful bouquet, just the
same.

I started with a large spray dogwood bloom to which I added twigs from the scarlet flow-
ered redbud tree.  Then I gathered sweet williams from our Ozark wild flower garden and some
sweetly scented. pink crabapple blossoms, then 3 snow white camellias and a few paul scarlet
roses.  Now that bouquet may not have been artistic, but it sure was "purty".

I found some delicate sprays of ivory white bells (lilies of the valley) for Dora's corsage
and, as I, pinned them on her, my eyes misted, as I thought of an Easter Sunday in the long ago
when she and I had gathered wild, flowers along the path on our way to Sunday school.  Dora al-
so pinned a single spray of valleys on me.  Dora and I belong to different churches.   Isn't that
silly?

The service I attended had one of the most unusual features I had ever seen.  The pastor-
evangelist had provided a basket full of tiny Dorothy Perkins roses.  At the close of the sermon
he announced that everyone present should pin a rose on someone else, someone perhaps whose
life had been an inspiration or someone with whom the bonds of love and friendship had grown
cold and needed to be renewed.

The response to that request was electrifying and proved to be emotional to the nth de-
gree.   In just no time at all some folks were weeping in each other's arms, some were smiling,
and some were shouting, "Glory Hallelujah!"

I took no active part in the flower pinning, for I had already pinned flowers on my gal
and kissed her only an hour before.  But of course, had she been at my side, we would have had a
repeat performance.

AMON J. FORTNER

Ed. Note:  With the above letter Mr. Fortner encloses a snapshot of himself and neighbor
child knee-deep in daffodils.  I'm sorry it is not plain enough to reproduce here, for it is interest-
ing to those of us who have enjoyed reading of his flowers.  LMU
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
Barefoot Lad (Amon) and Roses

Waste Basket - June 12, 1950

......"Grow in beauty
"Beauty is a thing that fades away

"Prettiest rose in Papa's garden
"Fades away in the month of May"

I think I have mentally repeated that jingle a hundred times during the past few years  but
never have I been able to recall the first words of that first line.  Who knows them? (Samantha
does, I betcha).

Recently this rhyme has been recalled almost daily for there are hundreds of acres of
roses in bloom now in the Pomona valley.  Since May is certainly past and gone, it is apparent
that California roses are somewhat different from those I knew in my, kidhood days.  June was
not a welcome month for me in childhood for it meant the end of the rose blooms which were
and are yet my favorite flower.

During the past years I have been watching a miracle in rose culture.  About 15 months
ago a 10 acre field was furrowed and planted to rose cuttings.  These cuttings were just plain
sticks about six inches long and were planted in the bottom of a ditch with only half an inch of
the cutting left above ground.  Within three months, the bushes were over a foot high and rose
blooms were beginning to appear all over the field.  By the end of the summer, many of the more
vigorous varieties were shoulder high.

One year after these cuttings were planted, all of the yearling bushes were cut off at the
ground level.  New growth sprang up like magic and today, (June 15), that field of roses is so sol-
idly in bloom that it looks as if one could walk clear across the field on top of the blossoms.
Every rose color imaginable is represented in the different rows and I firmly believe that the en-
tire field averages 20 blossoms to each plant, which means that countless thousands are in blos-
som now.

I think I will make the experiment of cutting half of our rose bushes off at the ground lev-
el each year and thus delay their blooming until midsummer and fall.  I don't know if this plan
will work in the Ozarks or not.  I think Lucille would probably appreciate a Waste Basket article:
by some one who has tried it out.

Writing the above lines has brought back memories of long ago.  As a barefoot lad of 10
years, I was plowing corn with an old grey mule and a double shovel plow. I came to a tiny seed-
ling wild rose plant with just one super-perfect blossom on the very tip top.  I was a dreamy sort
of a little nut, so I let the old grey mule have a full hour's rest while I sat and visited with my
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newly found wild rose.  Never since that day have I seen a rose the beauty of which impressed
me as did that wild rose of mine in the Ozark Hills.

Wild roses are very uncommon in southern California, due to the arid climate.  Several
years ago, I was driving along beside a dry creek bed dreaming no doubt of days gone by.  Sud-
denly I awoke to the fact that I had been seeing wild roses in bloom, either in nature or in my day
dreams-perhaps in both.

Since I wasn't in much of a hurry that day, I turned my car around and drove back over
the road.  When I had gone about a quarter of a mile I found my wild roses all right -  hundreds
of them - growing on the steep banks of a deep gully.  They did not have the amazing glory of
the Ozark wild roses by any means but I lost no time in digging some of the plants for my wild
flower flower garden.

Now won't someone please write a little piece about some outstanding Ozark wild Roses?
I'll be looking for it.

Amon J. Fortner

Editors Note:  In the same mail with the above I received another letter from Mr. Fortner,
sadly relating that his wife has been critically ill in a hospital.  Waste Basket readers feel very
close to Mr. and Mrs. Fortner for his letters often have given glimpses into the happy days of
their 50 years of married life.  We are most unhappy to learn of her illness.

"Now she is at home with me again," wrote Mr. Fortner, "and it is a little like heaven for
us both for me to sit at her bed side in the midnight hours and hold her precious hand in mine.

"Prayers are constantly going forth from a thousand aching hearts for her ultimate recov-
ery.  Somehow I am beginning to believe that God will hear and answer those prayers and give
me my beloved for many years to come.  And should that happen, I will be truly thankful to God
and forever most grateful to the precious woman doctor who has fought so valiantly and so effi-
ciently to delay the coming of the death angel."

We do send you, Mr. Fortner, our sincerest and for deepest hope your 'wife's recovery.

 L.M.U.     (Lucule Morris Upton)
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LETTER FROM AMON TO L.M.U.
Dora Fortner - February 1951

This is a letter from Amon J. Fortner to Lucile Morris Upton that was sent after Dora's fu-
neral.  He included Dora's obituary.

Dearest Lucile,

My days will never be lonely: or idle or self pity my, for the time being at least I am
going to live all alone in this old 8 room cabin.  I will leave Mama Dora's room exactly as it is.
The hospital bed, the electric blanket, the commode - everything just as it is.  Her long extended
illness brought all my business activities to an end - even my writing for the Waste Basket.

But already I have begun to perform the innumerable duties that have been neglected -
and there are simply not enough hours in each day to do the interesting things that I want to do.

The Daffys are already in bloom and for the next month or 6 weeks, I will have dozens of
living friends visiting me, and you know what.  I was sorely tempted to take some Dale Carnegie
training work in public speaking, but perhaps that would be silly at 74 years old.

I never spoke to an audience in my life until about 3 days ago - and I went over xx : and I
was swamped with congratulations.  So many, many lovely things to do in days to come.

Amon Note:  Included in this letter was an obituary for Dora Fortner.

OBITUARY - MRS. A. J. FORTNER
Mrs. Dora E. Fortner, 66, wife of Amon J. Fortner of 1662 E. 7th street, passed away at

the family home at 12:30 o'clock this morning following six months of illness.

Dora Estella Banks was born September 30, 1884, at Springfield, Mo.  She was married
to A. J. Fortner on April 26, 1902, and to this union were born five sons and two daughters, all of
whom survive her.  A resident of Pomona for many years, Mrs. Fortner was a member of the
Church of God.

Besides her husband she leaves the seven children, Earl N. Fortner of Pomona, Roy A.
Fortner of Alhambra, Mrs. Daisy Hottinger of Pomona, Cletus L. Fortner of Pomona, Fred N.
Fortner of Pomona, Mrs. Fern Stubblefield of Shawnee, Okla, "and Herbert G. Fortner of Clare-
mont, There also are 20 grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

Funeral services will be held in Pierce Brothers Pomona chapel at 3 o'clock Friday after-
noon.  Interment will be made in Evergreen cemetery.
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A ROSE
Waste Basket - February 1951

A rose bloomed in the garden,
Sparkling, bright, and fair.

It grew and save solace to many,
And many sorrow did share.

Many years this dear rose gave pleasure,
To all whom it clustered around.

Giving strength - help - and solace,
As it climbed far up from the ground.
One day this dear rose grew weary,

God called, and the call it was answered.
It's beautiful head sank low,

And this rose to Heaven did go.

The love and the beauty of this rose,
To the loved ones would ever be true.

As the tired weary life here was ended,
And she soared to those manslons so new.

Grieve not for this life that is departed,
Though you who are left are so sad.
Up there in that beautiful heaven,

This rose will forever be glad.

VIVA TALBURT, Marionville.

Editor Note:  Mrs. Talburt asks that she be allowed to contribute the above poem in mem-
ory of Mrs. A. J. Fortner, Pomona, Calif., who recently died.  Mrs. Fortner was well known to
Wastebasket readers because her husband has been a long-time contributor to the column.
L.M.U.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
"Little Wilderness Mary"

Waste Basket - 1950

"Little Wilderness Mary" writes some of the most beautiful poems on earth, it seems to
me, I have been wondering how soon she could be persuaded to assemble them into book form
so we could have them all.   But in all honesty, Mary's letters to her friends are prose poems of a
high degree.  If I could write prose as she does, I don't think I'd bother about rhyme and meter.
In practically every letter Mary has ever written me, at some point she breaks into beautiful
rhyme, for instance, this:

"This is the night the wild geese choose for winging south again."
"When all the crimson leaves are damp from silvered mists of rain"

Another letter came a few days ago from the Bixlers' Ozark Mountain home, including an
original poem to my wife, entitled, "We're Praying for You"

When you are weary with suffering and pain,
When you are striving your health to regain,
In the long weary hours you pray for release,
Waiting and longing for suffering to cease.

You need God's assurance and confidence, too,
Take courage, oh, dear one; we're praying for you.
And while you are waiting, enduring the test,
Assistance will come and you will find rest.

God will not forsake you; He'll dry all your tears.
The storm clouds will break, and the sun will shine through.
And God will not fail you; we're praying for you.

Thank God for friends in an hour of need; friends like the Bixlers, Samantha, and Mary
Holman Grimes.

* * *

There are many, many beautiful things I should write about.  Only a few miles from our
home is a boys' school, in the hills north of Pomona.

Although those hills join highway 66, they are as rugged and beautiful as the Ozarks.
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Thirty years ago a Mr. Webb bought a tract of that rugged land and founded a religious boys'
school.

The Webbs started on a shoestring and have always been cramped  financially.  About 5
years ago they needed a house of worship for the boys.  Daddy Webb hired a Mexican laborer
and with his own hands leveled off a high hilltop which overlooks the entire estate of 100
acres.

With the dirt of the hilltop Mr. Webb and the Mexican made thousands of mud bricks.
He then built an adobe chapel which is an exact replica of San-Juan Capistrano Mission, the in-
side measurements are 20 feet by 120 feet, the walls are 3 feet thick, the tile roof is
supported by great cedar beams 16 by 18 inches square and 26 feet long, which rest on the mas-
sive mud walls.

Mr. Webb has assembled 5 big bells to be hung mission style.  Some of these bells are
100 years old and came around the Horn before railroads were built in California.

Standing on this high hill top, facing the rising sun, the building is queenly in its queenly
beauty.  There is a zig-zag switchback trail leading up and each morning that footpath is crowded
with youngsters going up to worship and, finally, Daddy Webb with his Bible, follows along.

I was installing a refrigeration machine one morning and could see the great crowd of stu-
dents climbing that hill for chapel exercises.  The tardy ones and several dogs didn't take the easy
way up but struggled up the steep hillside, which shortened the distance more than half.

Soon the sound of singing floated out and down the hillside and filled the little hollows
below.  Tears blurred my eyes, for it took me back through the years to a little white church on a
hilltop in Eureka Springs, Ark., from where, when the wind was right, as a crippled kid of 5
years, I could faintly catch the strains of "There is a fountain filled with blood".  Our cabin home
was a full quarter of a mile from this tiny church.

Some of the best folk who ever drew the breath of life live in California and the Webbs
are an outstanding example.  But I will say this, Mr. Webb was born and reared in the mountain
country of Tennessee where his forefather established a religious school a century ago.  He is an
example of "strength cometh from the hills."

AMON J. FORTNER,
1662 E. 7th, Pomona., Calif.
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LITTLE OZARKS
Nellie Mills

Waste Basket - April 18, 1951

Nellie Mills and I went to school together in Eureka Springs, Ark.  (Ed. Note! Miss
Mills, whose home is in Monett, recently has published two interesting booklets relating to the
history of Eureka Springs.)

Nellie was in the second reader, while I was still in the ABC class.  Which would seem to
prove that girls are just naturally smarter than boys at the same age.

Our teacher's name was Miss Laura Nielon, who used some teaching methods actually in
advance of any methods used in primary schools of today.  In my second and third year they had
us kids writing compositions.  As I had a very vivid imagination, I could write compositions sev-
eral pages long.

One day I wrote a hair-raising story of a "Wild Rabbit Hunt" that ran on and on through
several pages.  My teacher was much impressed that a kid of my age could write a paper like that
and she was somewhat skeptical that I had written it at all.  So she decided to do a little investi-
gating.  She brought the paper to my desk and said, "Are you sure you wrote this."  Scared to
deaf I nodded my head in affirmative.

She then said, "Did you actually go on that rabbit hunt?"  Scared still more, I dumbly
shook my head.

A wide smile began to appear on her face as she queried, "Did you actually ever see a
wild rabbit?"

Again I shook my head and added, "I Saw a picture, and imagined the other things."

She laughed delightedly at that, then stooped swiftly and kissed my lips and said, "You
darling little liar."

And that, friends of mine, was the start and inspiration of my writing career.  Though 66
years have passed away.  I can still feel the warmth and sweetness of that precious woman's kiss
of approval.

Nellie Mills in her writing mentions another teacher of ours, a Miss May Anderson, who
would stand at the door while her pupils were filing out and kiss each student goodby.  And, as
Nellie Mills says, "We all liked that."

To make this story perfect, perhaps I should fib a little and say that.  Nellie and I were in-
separable kid chums in school, but we were not.  We didn't even know each other except sight,
but apparently we were both influenced by the same things.
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At one location our school was in a two-story business building on Spring street.  Far to
the east and perhaps a mile away was old East Mountain.  The top of East Mountain was several
hundred feet higher than our location on Spring street.  A deep hollow lay between our school
and that mystic mountain, giving much the effect of a painted picture hanging in the sky.

The interesting part was that human figures in that picture were frequently moving about
"like midgets" (Nellie's expression) among the trees and along the skyline and that of course was
the very first moving picture I ever saw.

Unlike Nellie, I was far more impressed with a, tiny form over on that distant hillside,
when in the fall of the year a small field of corn was cut up into shucks, and I either saw or imag-
ined I saw yellow pumpkins lying around on the ground.

Never since that day has any tiny rock patch farm failed to thrill my heart.  That love of
farm surroundings is the reason we now have our "Little Ozarks" and why we have redbuds and
snow white dogwood blooms and wild roses in springtime, for the steep sides of that old East
mountain would be literally dotted with dogwood trees in bloom.  I had of course forgotten most
of the thrills of my childhood life in the fairyland of old Eureka Springs until one glad day Otto
Ernest Rayburn sent me a complimentary copy of Nellie Mills' first book about the town.

It was almost like reading an autobiography of my own childhood, for even if we didn't
know each other in our childhood days she recorded my childhood thoughts and activities with
an accuracy that was astonishing.  Then, of course, Nellie Mills and I began corresponding and
was pleased and thrilled when in second book about Eureka Springs she gave a paragraph to Lit-
tle Ozarks and "Amon."

I had long aspired to appear in someone's book, and at last I was in!

I think Nellie Mills could almost write a third book by just assembling the countless pa-
ges of letters we have exchanged relating to our childhood days.  I sincerely believe that every
town and city in the Ozark hills needs a writing gal like Nellie Mills.

AMON J. FORTNER,
1662 E. 7th, Pomona, Calif.
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WHEN WE BOUGHT LITTLE OZARKS
Waste Basket - August 1951

When we bought  The Little Ozarks farm we had about one acre of wasteland which had
been the bed of an ancient creek.

We decided to fill it in and make it level with the adjoining area.  Under an arrangement
with the city engineer, thousands of loads of street sweepings and waste material, mainly vegeta-
tion, were dumped onto the lowland and finally raised its level slightly above the rest of our
farm.

Among the materials dumped were seeds and plants of almost every variety and descrip-
tion and many of our most valuable plants, trees, and shrubs were salvaged from this old dump-
ing grounds.  Several camphor trees, umbrella trees galore, and even one Australian bottle tree
are mute evidence today of the treasures salvaged.

Incidentally, the bottle tree might well be named the tree of tiny bells," for its countless
sprays of green blossoms are exact replicas, except in color, of our white sprays of lilies of the
valley.  Indeed, the blossoms so much resemble tiny bells that one involuntarily listens intently to
see if they tinkle.

* * *

But there was another side to the picture.  Some of the flower seeds brought in almost
took over our entire ranch and today, after 25 years, there are four-o'clocks of every color imagi-
nable growing head-high so that at intervals I have to mow them.

But even that doesn't discourage them one darn bit, for in few days they have all sprung
up again and are blooming like a house afire and the morning air again is fragrant with the heav-
enly odor of the four-o'clocks.

Incidentally, the roots of California four-o'clocks apparently never die nor fade away and
the only way to get rid of them is to dig them entirely out with a mattock.  If they were only edi-
ble it wouldn't be so bad for some of the roots will weigh as much as 10 pounds.

Larkspur is another great weed pest beneath our orange trees.  They first started blue but
now they are of several different colors, and are breathtakingly beautiful for weeks on end in the
early springtime.

* * *

It was among this debris of street sweepings that we found our first surprise (naked lady)
lilies growing, also found our lovely, lovely crinum lilies, which, in my opinion are far superior
to the naked ladies, for these lilies are modest and keep their clothes on the whole year round.
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Their green rank foliage somewhat resembles short stocky stalks of corn, but the flower stems
spring up from the ground in exactly the same manner as do the surprise lilies.

Since these lilies have been in bloom, I have taken a big mixed bouquet to Mama Dora's
grave each Sunday morning and, surprising as it may seem, they continue to bloom all week long
until I renew them on the following Sunday.

Oh, how Mama Dora loved those lilies!  Each Sunday morning she would say, "Daddy
won't you pick me lilies for the church?"  And so I would.  Now I pick the lilies each Sunday
morning for her alone.

On the way to the cemetery last Sunday I saw literally thousands of the surprise lilies
growing for almost every home flower garden has them.  And at one home the entire front park
space was packed solid with hundreds of them.  They surely put on an amazing show.

AMON J. FORTNER

Editor Note:  It's nice to have you back in the column, Mr. Fortner.  We've been missing
you. - L.M.U.

Here is a photo of what The Little Ozarks looked like a few years after the ranch was
bought.  Later on the property filled up with a wonderful selection of fruit and flowers.  -  R.D.F.
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
Move To California - Part One

Waste Basket - October 12, 1951

When Dora and I were first married we lived for two years in a two-room plank cabin on
my Daddy's little rock patch farm near Aurora.

I became a salaried employee of the Aurora Light Ice and Storage company and no part
of our living was derived from farming operations.  When it became evident that our second
child was on the way, we decided that we must have more room-and very quickly.  It was then
that we began to dream of a rural home much closer to town where we could have city water,
electric lights and a telephone with plenty of room for future youngsters.

Immediately, we bought a small tract of land at the edge of town and purchased a second
hand house and moved it onto our new "farm".  There we hoped to spend our remaining days.
Every improvement which we made was carried out with the thought of what it would mean to
us and to our children in the years to come and that, friends, was really the beginning of "Little
Ozarks".

In our first nursery order we included all varieties of fruit, trees, shrubs and ornamentals
and right now-at this very moment - I can see that humble abode as it was, almost completely
hidden by climbing trumpet vines and heavenly blue morning glories which soon transformed
the plain, unattractive old house into a picture of beauty.

With plenty of city water (at 60 cents per month!!) to irrigate with, our small farming
project was amazingly successful.  For instance, we raised so many sweet potatoes the first year
that we had to sell our surplus to a band of gypsy horse traders for 15 cents per bushel, which, of
course, didn't so much as pay for the expense of digging.

The next year we raised cabbages.  An amusing incident occurred when I was setting out
the cabbage plants.  Our baby son, Earl, was only two years old but he constantly followed his
Daddy's footsteps about the little farm.

When I dropped one of the cabbage plants, he caught it almost before it hit the ground
and set it out very carefully "right spang in the middle" of the space between rows, gazing up at
me to catch my smile of approval.  There the cabbage stayed all summer and grew and grew-like
Mr. Finney's famous turnip.  In fact, it was the finest head of cabbage we produced that year and
did Mama Dora guy me for letting a two-year-old beat me at farming!!

* * *

There followed three years of blissful living in that little dream home of ours in the
Ozarks.  Dora and I had been raised on farms, so life wasn't complete without a cow and we were
fortunate in getting a splendid milk producer.  Our small family couldn't begin to consume 5 gal-
lons a day, so we had to buy some Poland China pigs to use the surplus.
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Feeding our dairy in spring and summer cost us practically nothing, for Aurora at that
time was surrounded by abandoned old farms which had been bought up for mining lands.  Grass
and white clover soon took over all this vacant land, so that there were literally hundreds of town
cows, including our own, living on this free pasture.

The only trouble with this arrangement was the fact that our cow would forget to come
home at night until she was reminded.  So at eventide, Mama Dora would go out and with far-
reaching voice call home the cow - (as she had learned to do in her girlhood days).  You can be-
lieve it or not, but in a jiffy that old cow would start scrambling for home.

Mama's cow-calling was musical to the-nth degree and the kiddies - (there were two
now) would mimic her every movement when she was putting on her performance.  "So Bossy,
So Bossy, SO! SO! S-O-O-."   Long after we came to California were living in and town, Mama
would take those boys both out on the lawn and into the twilight where they would sit dreamily
and call home the cow, "So Bossy, So Bossy, So, So, So".

By this time our two boys were so near
the same size that every one thought they were
twins, they were so rugged and healthy that we
couldn't keep them indoors, even in bitterly cold
weather.  We would bundle them in heavy coats
and mittens and allow them to tumble and play in
the snow for hours.  In some manner they caught
small-pox and broke out most generously but
keep those kids inside we just could not!  So the
cops came down and hung a quarantine sign on
the gate post and warned the boys, "You kids
keep inside that yard, or we'll put you in jail."  So
the boys promised solemnly to stay inside the
yard.

Our third baby much to was a girl, much to our joy and satisfaction, for now we knew
that we were going to have a well balanced family.  Three kiddies in five years!  Not a bad start
for a girl who had started married life a semi-invalid . . . Then ominous clouds rose rapidly on
the horizon and blotted out all our sunshine.

After the girl baby was born, Mama Dora couldn't seem to regain her strength.  Within
three months, the doctor was talking about "incipient tuberculosis" and advising that I should get
her into a "warmer and dryer climate immediately, or . . ."
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So our plans for an Ozark dream home were rudely shattered.  Sadly, we made plans to
move to California and within a month we were ready to go.  Everything was disposed of except
the home itself, for which we couldn't find a buyer but finally compromised by renting it at $10
per month.  One late afternoon a carriage took Mama and the two smaller children to a hotel
where we were to spend the night - our last night in Missouri.

The older (five year old) boy stayed with Daddy and watched curiously as I locked all the
doors and finally wired the gates shut tight.  Then I took his hand in mine and we started down
the pathway leading to town - the crooked path our feet had followed countless times but would
never follow again.

The child kept looking back and whimpering.  Then he started pulling back and began to
scream, "No, No, Daddy!  We mustn't leave home.  Oh, Daddy, please let me go back and live
there alone until you and Mama come back from California."

I knelt and held him close to my heart and comforted him as best I could, although my
own heart was heavy with sorrow.  In just a few moments he quieted down and walked willingly
by my side.

At a turn in the road I looked back and saw our beloved Ozark dream home for the very
last time, distorted by my own tears.

It burned down a short time after we moved away.

(To Be Continued)

A. J. FORTNER

Editors Note:  In a note accompanying the above interesting article the writer signs his
name "Daddy" Fortner and says he is 71 years old.  He writes that fact with a lightness, however,
that makes me certain old age will never really overtake one so alert as he is.

Mr. Fortner's beloved wife, Dora, died several months ago, but he has continued to fill his
busy and useful life with many interests. He has a hopeful, contented outlook that I greatly ad-
mire.

I am sure other WB readers will join me in looking forward to more of the series of remi-
niscences he has started.

L.M.U.
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
Move to California - Part Two

Waste Basket - October 22, 1951

At dawn the day after we left our Ozark home, we boarded a train for the distant and a
new world.

A steady, misty rain was falling and we were weeping with it as we watched the old land-
marks swiftly disappear.  First, the old Planet Mill where as a boy I had taken many a bushel of
corn to be ground into yellow meal, the electric light plant where as engineer, I had helped to
keep the wheels turning for several years, the old high school building on a hill out west of
Aurora, where Dora and I had both, attended school.  One by they passed from our vision and
our lives forever.

Our journey to the west coast was not all sadness and gloom, however.  The car in which
we rode was only partly filled with passengers and very soon an air of friendly informality pre-
vailed.  Our boys became everybody's boys and played and romped to their heart's content.

Somewhere in Arizona the train stopped and the boys stood in the vestibule to see the
sights.  A group of Mexican laborers was standing beside the railroad tracks wearing enormous
hats which scared the boys out of their, wits.  They ran through the car screaming, "Boogey
mans! Boogey mans!"

We learned that a hired girl had been telling them that "The booger man will get you, if
you don't be good" and apparently their consciences were suddenly troubling them.

* * *

After arrival in Pomona, we gave up our idea of a rural home and lived in town for the
first 8 years.  Mama's health improved and she decided to start having babies again, after a lapse
of several years.

Then - out of a clear sky - an incident occurred which rocked us on our heels and caused
us to make drastic changes in our plans.  The oldest boy was now a dreamy-eyed lad of 13 and
easily influenced by his companions.  Our youngsters were attending quite a few movies and,
egged on by the promptings of his boy friends, our son became convinced that he was deeply in
love with an actress of that day called Marguerite Clark . . . He couldn't imagine for a moment,
of course, that the object of his devotion was considerably older than his own mother.

We knew nothing at all of this grand passion until his bed was found empty one morning.
It hadn't been slept in all night.  Our boy had gone A.W.O.L. and was listed among the missing
for many heart-breaking hours before he came home again.

His plan had been to find his sweetheart, confess his love and, with her help, make him-
self a place in the movies.  Just like that. An ambitious plan as we had to admit.
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We realized with a jolt that we had failed our children somewhere.  The fact that this boy
got cold feet and came home within 48 hours in no way lessened our sense of guilt and responsi-
bility.  We also knew that had we stayed in our dream home in the Ozark hills this could never
have happened.  He would have been too busy, too happy, in his own world.  (His emotional out-
break when leaving his first home had clearly proven this.)

We vaguely considered the possibility of moving back to the Ozarks, but such plans were,
at once blocked by the menace to Dora's health and the loss of my job.  So Mama Dora prayed -
and prayed - and prayed.  When Mama Dora prayed, she kept right on until God turned his ear
and listened.

We didn't have a dollar saved with which to purchase a country home.  Nevertheless, I
made
my decision like Mohamet of old.  If we couldn't take our children back to the Ozarks hills, I
would just bring the Ozarks to our children in Pomona!  What does it matter, after all where their
dream home is located?  Home is really not a place so much as a way of life.

* * *

My bank credit was good, so when a four acre tract of rocky land was offered to me for a
remarkably low price, I lost no time in closing the deal.  Mama always afterwards believed it was
God's answer to her prayers and I guess she was right.  Within 30 days after our son's runaway
escapade we owned the bare land which later became our beloved home, "Little Ozarks".

There were several old blue gum trees on our "farm", a dry creek bed ran through it and a
thicket of Indian tobacco in which humming birds were nesting.  Within a week, our sentimental
sonny boy had built himself a rude shack, moved in and was having the time of his life listening
to the coyotes squall at night, up and down the San Antonio wash.  From that moment on, he
never had the slightest interest in Hollywood.

It wasn't long until we had dogwoods, red buds, and paw-paws growing: an Ozark honeysuckle
vine and a wild rose, sent to us by a friend visiting in Springfield. Soon there were several kinds
of Missouri wild flowers growing and our poke plants for greens grew almost as high as our or-
ange trees.

But we didn't limit our wild vegetation to that of the Ozark hills.  We picked up quantities
of wild trees, shrubs, and flowers native to California.  Salt cedar, mountain lilacs, and bed of the
sweetest scented wild flowers on earth, desert primroses.

Today, we have a jungle of tree ferns in part of our orange grove growing so tall and rank
that our grand children occasionally get lost among them and we obtained those ferns from a
mountain canyon only a few miles from Pomona.

(to be continued)
A. J. FORTNER
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Editors Note:  In a letter from, column, Mr. Lane, He says, "It has been quite sometime
since I last rote to the Waste Basket, but I still very much enjoy the department, especially Mr.
Fortner's writings."

L.M.U.

Waste Basket - November 19, 1951

Editor Note: Amon J. Fortner, our popular California contributor, writes that "two
groups of lovely Folk" recently visited him at his Little Ozarks" ranch, Pomona, California, after
friends sent them clippings of articles in the Waste Basket.

L.M.U.

Waste Basket - December 10, 1951

Esther Lincoln Patton, former Ozarker writes that her new address is 124 S. 24th Street,
Phoenix, Ariz.  She recently made a trip to California and while there dropped in at "Little
Ozarks," the ranch of Amon J. Fortner, who has written so delightfully of his early activities in
the Ozarks and on his ranch.

By the way, Mr. Fortner, we are waiting for another of your interesting articles.

L.M.U.

It is amazing how fast the property changed from a baron sandy desert type land to a
flower paradise.   -   R.D.F.
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FORMER RESIDENT WRITES FROM CALIFORNIA
Crane Chronicle - January 31, 1952

To the Editor, Crane Chronicle:

Dear Sir:
I am enclosing $3.00 to apply on my subscription to your paper.

Recently I have been letting the subscriptions lapse to about half of the newspapers and
magazines I have been taking, however, I decided I just couldn't get along without "Samanthy's"
column in the Chronicle.

Reading her weekly messages is almost like being her next door neighbor and gee, how I
would love that.  And wouldn't I have loved to have tagged along while she was helping gather
that wagon load of corn on Thanksgiving Day.

Come to think of it, I do have a sentimental interest in the Crane neighborhood.  Just 50
years ago, my sweetheart and I drove my old farm team and lumber wagon down from Aurora to
a sawmill on lower Crane creek.  We bought us enough native lumber to build ourselves a cabin
for a brand new home, and I'll just betcha that cabin home cost was all of $50.00 hard cash be-
sides our hard work in building it.  And our "furniture" cost us another $16.50 and took every
cent we had saved up for our wedding expenses.

But it was worth the price for within 11 months we had us a baby boy for whom we
wouldn't have taken a cool million dollars.

I'd, better stop this right now or you will think I'm crazy.

Sincerely,
Amon J. Fortner
1662 East 7th Street
Pomona, Calif.
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FROM "LITTLE OZARKS"
Aurora School of 1887
Waste Basket - February 13, 1952 

The Aurora school of 1887, with Professor Robinson, the teacher, in the center of the
group, is shown above.  A. J. Fortner is at the left of the top row and Harry Robinson at the right.
Others in the group include:  Claude Wheat, Charles Perry, Cora Cline, Willa McCollum, Estelle
Perry, Maude White, Estella Burk, Gussie McKinney, Maude Burk, Bertha Lemaster, Riley
McKinney, Cora Hubbard, Hattie Francis, Viola Grammer, Estella Gwinn, Josie McPherson, Hat-
tie Young, Joe Norman, Clemmie Fortner, Minnie Pendergraft, and Ella Stall.

* * *

FROM LITTLE OZARKS

My heart thrilled when I saw Harry Robinson's name signed to a short poem in the De-
cember 13 issue of The Wastebasket.

As if by magic, in an instant, more than three score years were swept away and I was a
10-year-old kid again, way back there in that lovely land of long ago.

During the winter of 1887 and 1888 Harry and I were fellow students and classmates in
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the first brick building ever erected in the town of Aurora, Mo.

Harry's father, Prof W. A. Robinson, was our teacher and an amazingly efficient teacher
he proved to be.  Many of the teachers in those days were not too well educated.  But Harry's fa-
ther was a university graduate and came to the Aurora schools from the teaching staff of the old
Marionville college.   Professor Robinson was also an active member of the Aurora Christian
church and lived his religion on week days as well as on Sundays.  For that reason, perhaps.
there was a religious atmosphere in that old time school that has exerted a profound influence on
my entire life, and no doubt has had similar effect on many other students in that same school.

Church hymns were often used as school songs and a short prayer was uttered at the be-
ginning of each school session - and, that all happened, remember, in a rough, tough mining
town which had more saloons than grocery stores.

Clearly those old time teachers followed the Biblical injunction, "train up a child in the
way he should go and when he is old he will not depart from it."

Our song leader in that school of long ago was a tall beautiful girl named Eula McCloud.
Her marvelous singing affected me very deeply.  I was an extremely emotional kid and often-
times my childish heart would be so moved by Eula McCloud's singing that tears would gather in
my eyes and slip down my cheeks and, believe it or not, that is exactly what's happening now as
I recall those blessed days of childhood.

Little did Eula ever dream that her voice would live on and on, long years after she her-
self had joined a heavenly chorus and begun singing around God's throne.  Hark!  I can hear her
singing even now, after more than 3-score years have passed away; her voice swelling sweetly
from a sacred record hidden somewhere in my heart -

For you I am praying,
For you I am praying,
For you I am praying,
I am praying for you.

Harry Robinson's wife, Jessye, was my classmate for 10 full terms of school and we grad-
uated together in the same class from the Aurora High school in 1897.  "Jess" was a teacher in
the Aurora schools for many years before she retired.

Sam Ryker also was a student in that school of 1887, but he was in a higher grade than
Harry and myself, though we all were in the same room.  We had 2 teachers in one room.

AMON. J. FORTNER
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
California Flood

Waste Basket - March 1952

The radio and newspaper reports of flood damage in southern California have been terri-
bly exaggerated.  So far as I have been able to learn, there has been no flood damage in the Po-
mona area whatsoever.

On the other hand, the the benefits of our recent rains will amount to millions of dollars
in the Pomona valley alone.

By reason of several dry seasons, southern California had begun to resemble a land which
God forgot.  I have seen many wild trees which were dying in the hill areas from lack of rain.

Finally God decided we had been burned up plenty for our sins, and, in answer to our
prayers, He sent us rain, rain, rain, and still more rain.  I have lived in Pomona for more than 45
years and the rains which we have received this year have done more good and less damage than
any heavy rains I have seen during that entire time.

As I sat by my television and watched the flood waters in the San Fernando area and
heard the wild, reckless bally-hoo of the broadcasters, I became a little uneasy.  Little Ozarks is
right smack on the banks of a dry creek bed, which drains more than 10 square miles of mesa and
wild mountain land, including snow covered peaks over a mile high (vertically I mean) above the
Pomona Valley.

When daylight came I walked over to "our crick" bank, fully expecting to see a wild, rag-
ing torrents But, what do you think I saw?  A tiny, whispering stream of water, not more than 12-
feet wide and not more than 6 inches deep.

If I had had on my rubber overshoes, I could easily have waded across and back again
without getting my feet wet.  There wasn't as much water actually flowing in that creek bed as
used to run out of our old cow pasture in the Ozark hills after a good summer shower.

But the real miracle occurred a little later.  Within 3 hours after the deluge of rain stopped
falling there wasn't a drop of water running in that creek bed.

Now, remember, that stream heads up in the Sierra Madre mountain range, 15 miles away
and flows through several miles of orange groves before it reaches Little Ozarks.

Many years ago Pomona worked out a system of "flood control" by which flood waters
are controlled and spread over a large area of wild boulder-strewn land near the canyon mouth.
That "sponge" area drinks excess flood water in a truly miraculous manner and stores it deep
underground to be pumped out months later for irrigation and domestic use.

Also our 2 heavy rains this year were preceded by wet, drizzly spells, which dampened
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the soil and made it possible for the following heavy rains to be practically all absorbed in the
ground, even on steep hillsides.

So Little Ozarks is still here - every square foot of it.  And the soil is wet deeper than it
has been for more than a quarter of a century and you well know what that will do for our daffo-
dils and orange trees this year.

Thank You, Lord, for sending us those lovely, lovely rains.   -   AMON J. FORTNER

MEMORIES - POEM
Waste Basket - May 1952

MEMORIES, MEMORIES

Beside the fire at closing day,
Our cares and troubles slip away,

'Tis then we love to live anew,
Those childhood days when cares were few,

And friends were loyal, loving, true.

Through misting eyes we see that band,
Of boys and girls, with cheeks aglow,
Our schoolmates in that happy land,

That mystic land of long ago.

Comrades, pals, and sweethearts when,
Ambition keyed our souls with power,

Comrades, sweethearts, pals again,
When memories live at twilight hour.

Oh, hallowed days of long ago,
Their beauty lives through vanished years,

Fond memories keep our hearts aglow,
While matchless music soft and low,

Comes stealing softly in our ears.

Music of voices--long since still,
And the lovely cry of a whip-poor-will,

A cooing dove on a distant hill,
All these within our hearts abide,

When memory lives eventide.

AMON J. FORTNER
Pomona. California
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
Nellie Mills Book

Waste Basket - August 18, 1952

A few days ago I received a surprise package in the mail.  When I opened it I found a
copy of Nellie Mills' new book, "Historic Spots In Old Barry County."

I started leafing through its pages and then, to my utter amazement, on page 30 I found
picture and that of my own my tiny great-grand-daughter, "Joe Ann," the same picture which ap-
peared in the Wastebasket sometime ago.

There was also an article credited to me about the old Planet mill at Aurora, Mo.  I knew
it was my work, but I couldn't remember writing any such article for Nellie Mills.  Then I hap-
pened to remember a letter I had written to Viva Talburt of Marionville containing the facts re-
lated in the article in Nellie Mills' book.

Apparently "Viva" had thought my letter good enough for publication and had forwarded
it to Nellie Mills without my knowledge.  Then, to round out things nicely, Nellie obtained the
cut of my picture from Lucile Morris Upton after seeing it in the Wastebasket.

Thank you, Nellie Mills!
Thank you, Viva Talburt!
And thank you, Lucile.

God love ye all for handing me such lovely publicity without any planning on my part.
All of my kids, grandkids, and great-grand kids (some 30 in all), as well as countless old friends
will be pleased, I think, to see Grand-Daddy Fortner "in the book."

By an amazing coincidence, the first, and perhaps the best article of mine which has ever
appeared in the Wastebasket was also written as a letter to Viva Talburt.  She immediately got
busy and arranged for its publication in the WB, and thus made me a WB fan forever.

Apparently my correspondence with Viva is inspirational to me and to her also.  I think it
was through my persuasion that she first started writing her prose articles for the Wastebasket.
Previously everything she wrote was in rhyme.  In my files is a letter from Viva saying, "I just
can't write prose."

My answer to her was "Just send Lucile a copy of the letter which you have just written
me."
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She finally followed my advice and started writing her lovely prose articles, which I think
are superior to her poetry.

Now, Viva, please get busy Again!  As Miranda says on her broadcasts, "We'll be lookin'
fer ye."

But back to Nellie Mills' new book.

I have never in my life read any book which interested me so much as "Historic Spots in
Old Barry County." Partly, of course, that's due to the fact that some of the most interesting
events of my life are brought back by Nellie's vivid description and pictures of old water power
grist mills and those lovely Ozark streams.

I only wish one more thing that Nellie Mills could have picked up by recordings the
matchless music of the water running over shoals and water falls and the united roar of the old
stone burs grinding grain.

But that loss isn't too great, for, as you read the book, you will in a little while begin to
hear the mysterious music of fairy voices coming to you from the water flowing over the rocks
and shoals of those beautiful Ozark streams.

TO BE CONTINUED

A. J. FORTNER

Editors Note:  We're happy to have you back in the column Mr. Fortner, for we had been
missing you.  Also I vote with you on the hope that we soon will be hearing again from Viva Tal-
burt.

L.M.U.
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HISTORIC SPOTS IN OLD BARRY COUNTY
Nelly Alice Mills - 1952

Here is the story that Amon was talking about that was published in the "Historic Spots in
Old Barry County.  I have the original book that Nelli Mills sent to Amon and was delighted
when I read the story behind it.  Remember this story was just a letter to a friend who thought
that it was good enough to publish.  I have a few original letters that Amon wrote to Lucile Mor-
ris Upton, and his writing was amazing.   -   Roger D. Fortner

In 1887, Amon Fortner's family moved from Eureka Springs to Aurora.  There Amon, a
boy in his early teens, became very much interested in the Planet Mill.  He writes:  "In 1887 it
was an old mill.  It was a big mill compared with most of the water power mills.  It was operated
by a stationary boiler and a steam engine; it required several men to operate it.  Some of the best
known men in Aurora were associated with this mill:  the Longmans, Barnards and Gemberlings
all made their living in the old mill and were outstanding men in the development of Aurora.  Mr.
Stair was the engineer.  His duties consisted of wheeling in cord-wood which was used for fuel
and keeping the machinery oiled.

"Finally their business became so great they had to operate a night shift.  They were ship-
ping carloads of flour to Birmington, Alabama and to many other southern cities.

"My brother Tom was hired as night engineer.  I was a kid of twelve or thirteen and be-
came very familiar with the power plant of the old mill;  I definitely decided to become an engi-
neer myself, which I did on July 3, 1902.  Since that time I have followed engineering as a means
of supporting my family.  Even today I am supervising engineer for the refrigerating plants of
several large dairies in the Pomona area.  Had it not been for the old Planet Mill at Aurora I cer-
tainly never would have become an engineer.

"The Planet Mill was established first to furnish flour and feed to the teamsters on the old
highway which ran from the Granby lead mines to Rolla, Missouri, along which teamsters hauled
lead ore long before the Frisco R. R. was built to Aurora.  Finally when the railroad did go
through it missed the old mill by several hundred feet, so all the flour shipped had to be hauled
by team to be loaded on box cars.  This activity required the services of an extra man so that at
least half a dozen families were entirely supported by the old Planet Mill.

"Even the farmers around Aurora benefitted by the mill's operation since it afforded them
a market for the cord wood which they would cut and haul while clearing up their land during
the winter months.  It was nothing uncommon to see a full half acre of land beside the mill
stacked solid with wood for future use.

"The price they paid was ridiculous.  I happen to know because my father and I hauled a
load of wood to the old mill.  The price in those days was $1.25 a cord.  The wood was measured
on the wagon after having been hanled several miles so it was shaken down aplenty and then
some.  By working from daylight to sundown my daddy and I could make a whole dollar each
day for ourselves and our old ox team.
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"In my heart's album is this picture plain as I saw it more than sixty years ago: a country
kid with tousled hair seated on an old gray mare - that was myself; behind me on the horse was a
bag of yellow corn to be ground into meal at the old Planet Mill; the year was 1887.  A kind
faced, smiling man first lifted off the bag of corn and weighed it on the platform scales; it
weighed precisely sixty five pounds. Then Mr. Gemberling next lifted me off the gray mare and
stood me on the scales - and I weighed exactly the same as the bag of corn - sixty five pounds.
Mr. Gemberling laughed heartily and said, 'Boy, oh, boy, when you get that bag of meal all eat
up, you will weigh a lot more,' and I loved Mr. Gemberling from that day to this.  His daughter
Helen is a dear friend of mine and lives in Huntington Park, California."  Mr. Fortner went to Po-
mona, California in 1907.

This photo was included at the
end of Amons story.  It also appeared
in the Springfield newspaper with one
of his articles and shows some of his
flowers in the background at "The Lit-
tle Ozarks".   R.D.F.
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THE WB EDITOR REPORTS
Waste Basket - September 24, 1952

We have been missing A. J. Fortner's "Little Ozark" reports, but I had no idea that he was
in the hospital.

Now there comes a letter telling me that he has just returned home and is recovering from
a serious operation.  Perhaps his Wastebasket friends will want to write him a cheery "Get Well"
note at his home, 1662 E. 7th, Pomona, Calif.

"You may believe it or not," he writes, "but previous to this recent operation I hadn't paid
out as much as $25 for all of my own personal doctor bills and medicines for the past 50 years.

"And, Lucile, it sure opened my eyes to something I never dreamed of before.  Those
hospital nurses are simply the sweetest and most precious girls on the face of the earth.  There
was nothing to compare with them in those old days of long ago.

"When I would thank them from the depths of my heart for what they did for me, they
would smile sweetly and say, 'Daddy, it's nothing.'"

We all join Mr. Fortner, I am sure, in appreciation of this good hospital care he received -
and I hope he soon will be so well and hearty he can go another 50 years without a doctor bill.

* * *

A note from "Samanthy" - who also has been absent from our column lately - promises
she will be back with is one of these days.

I wish to express my very nicest "thank you" to all of our Wastebasket friends who so
kindly added to our yucca information," she writes.

"I'm still hoping Mr. Fortner will write about yucca.  I had received an interesting letter
from him  along that line and he sent some pictures of yucca.  And he chided me for not remem-
bering a certain kind of soap that bears the yucca on the label.  I remember the soap, all right, but
not the medicine shows which first got the product on the market.  Maybe they didn't happen to
come through Hurley, though some of them did.

"Maybe they would make interesting reminiscences, medicine shows and the like.  "Did
you ever have a little horse-shoe shaped magnet given you by a drummer or merchant as a 'for
free' remembrance?  I haven't seen one in years!"

I think reminiscences of the old medicine shows would be most interesting, Samanthy.
Surely, I've owned the little magic magnets, but I had forgotten how I came by them.

L.M.U.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
Amon’s Illness

Waste Basket - October 14, 1952

The results of the information published in the Wastebasket concerning my recent illness
have been truly amazing.  I began receiving air mail letters even before I received the paper in
which the article was published.

Since that time a steady stream of letters has been arriving, all of which were enjoyed to
the nth degree.

I can't possibly send a personal note to each of these lovely friends, so I take this means
to express my love and appreciation to all who have taken time to write me in my hour of need
and loneliness.

Here is one for the book - out of the dozens of letters I have received, only one lovely let-
ter came from friends living in Pomona.  All of which seems to prove that a prophet is not with-
out honor save in his own immediate neighborhood.

Even Margaret, my young neighbor who lives just across the street, hailed me when I vis-
ited the mailbox, "Hi, Daddy! - Where you been lately?"

And I answered, "Oh, I've been taking a little vacation down in the valley of shadows.
Gee, I'm glad to be home again"

My heart aches somewhat when I see what has happened to Little Ozarks during the year-
long illness of my precious wife, when every moment of my waking hours were taken up in car-
ing for her. Also, after she went away I didn't care too much about things.

But, on the other hand, rich blessings have come.  Right now our son is building a brand
new home right next door to me.  He had lived away from Little Ozarks for more than 20 years,
but now he is "coming home".

He is taking over a half acre of my daffy patch and now there will be two "Little Ozarks",
instead of one.  Perhaps I should change the name of my home to Littler Ozarks.

Nope, I am not lonely, though I live alone in the old 8-room farm house.  Mama Dora's
spirit still abides with me.

A. J. FORTNER

Editors Note:  We're delighted, Mr. Fortner, to know you are improving in health.  Has
autumn tinted Little and,  Littler Ozarks yet?  The hills around here are beautiful to behold.

L.M.U.
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FROM LITTLE OZARKS
The Unforgettable Girl

Unpublished - 1952

This is an unpublished story that Amon sent to the Waste Basket in 1952.  The following
letter from Lucile Morris Upton explains that Amon needed to make the story a little less person-
al.  I don't think Amon had time to edit it down to what Lucile thought it should be before he
died.  I edited the story down to put in this book because I do think it is an interesting story that
Amon wanted to share.

I am including a copy of the letter from the Springfield Newspaper just for information.
At the bottom of the letter, I pasted the headline that was above the Waste Basket column.
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The Unforgettable Girl

The first time I met her was in early December of 1900.  She was then only 16 years of
age, but was mature to a degree of womanly grace and loveliness seldom seen in a person of
such tender years.

The events that day proved that she was matured in her mental capacities and possessed
rare knowledge in dealing with affairs relative to the human heart.

The scene of our first meeting was a humble country home some 2 1/2 miles east of
Aurora, Missouri on the old Marionville road which at that time was a continuation of Rock
Street eastward.

An aged woman had died on the previous day and the family where the death occurred
were in extreme poverty.  It was therefor necessary for the neighbors to help carry on the house-
hold affairs and funeral arrangements.

So this precious girl and another girl around the same age had been in constant attend-
ance at the stricken home and had even "Sat Up" with the corpse as was the custom in those
days.

Sometime during the "Watching" hours an incident had occurred which took on the look
of the supernatural and had so terrified the two girls that one of them had promptly "Passed Out".

However, the necessity for the immediate care of her stricken companion, had kept the
other girl on an even keel and the cause of the disturbance was quickly established.  A little kit-
ten had crept benieth the white sheet covering the dead woman and it's movements made it ap-
pear to the girls as if the dead had come to life again.

When I arrived on the scene several hours later, both girls were nerve-racked and weary
from long hours of sleeplessness and excitement:  One girl to a point of almost complete exhaus-
tion and collapse, but the other girl was somewhat calm.  She was subdued but still able and will-
ing to carry on in the performance of any other duties which might come to her hands.

Upon my arrival, the exhausted girl promptly decided against going to the cemetery, in-
stead she immediately went home and took to her bed for several days of illness brought on by
the nerve racking experience she had undergone.  As I looked at the weary face of the girl who
stayed, I had the feeling that I was gazing into the face of an angel, and perhaps I was:  An angel
of mercy and love.

Amon J. Fortner
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Section Three - Stories About Amon

Taney County Republican
Mary Elizabeth Mahnkey - 2-19-1948

Our old friend, Sam France, stayed all night with us last Monday night.  He had walked
from Hammonds saw mill, on his way to Branson, but said he was a little tired, and thought he
would stop here.  The roads were slick and hazardous and Sam is way past the three score and
ten.  He and C.P. sat up quite late, to listen to the Lincoln Day banquet broadcast and then the
two old boys said in disgust, after the conclusion of Baldwin's masterly address, "would rather
have heard Dewey!"

.........

The night Mr. France stayed with us, I asked him if he remembered the Fortners who
once lived here, some where between where Hollister now is and the Fox Creek country.  Unhes-
itatingly he said he did.  That Jake Fortner was an agent for a book, "Travels of Stanley, In Dark-
est Africa".  I remember this book, and when father bought it, and how brother Joe and I would
look at the pictures of the blacks and the wild animals.  Perhaps father got the book from the
same Mr. Fortner.

Mary Elizabeth Mahnkey

WASH WATCHER - POMONA
Progress Bulletin - January 1952

Spreading Grounds Effectively Store Storm's Runoff.

Effectiveness of the spreading grounds in San Antonio canyon, which percolate flood
waters into underground reservoirs instead of letting it run off was praised yesterday by a wash
watcher of long standing.

A. J. Fortner of 1662 E. 7th street, beside San Antonio wash, called the Progress Bulletin
at about 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon to report the wash was "dry as a bone."

"First time I've ever seen the wash dry so soon after a big rain," Fortner said. "Sometimes
it runs for three weeks after a big storm."

Fortner has been a resident of Pomona since 1907 and has lived next to the wash for 35
years.
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CAMELLIAS
THE WASTE BASKET EDITOR REPORTS

April 1952

I've often wondered what California has that the Ozarks doesn't have: I believe the an-
swer is camellias.  And in my estimation that really is something.  Right now I am enjoying to
the utmost some California grown camellias sent me by our popular WB contributor, A. J. Fort-
ner. The lovely blooms were grown by him on his Little Ozarks ranch near Pomona.

Mr. Fortner included in the box with the camellias some of the most delicate and beauti-
ful daffodils I ever have seen.  Most of them are pure white.  Others have white petals and red-
to-yellow variegated centers.  Mr. Fortner several times has delighted WB readers with his ar-
ticles about daffodil growing at Little Ozarks.  Now he promises to write about his camellias.
We shall certainly look forward to that.

My iris is fairly jumping out of the ground.  I can hardly wait for it to bloom.

I'm enjoying: my daffodilas right now, though they are nothing to compare with the
exotic blooms sent me by Mr. Fortner.  Still they are mighty pretty.

Friends gave me some varieties last fall and they are showing signs of blooming, so I am
eagerly watching to see what they are like.

We should be getting a report soon from George Rees on the progress of the Nixianna Iris
Gardens.  I'm firmly planning to see them this year when they are in bloom.

L.M.U.
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AMON JESSE FORTNER - OBITUARY
Progress Bulletin - January 22, 1953

Amon Jesse Fortner, 75 years,  1690 E. 7th St., Pomona , owner and operator of a refrig-
eration business in Pomona for the last 27 years passed away Wednesday in Pomona Valley
Community Hospital following a brief illness.

He was born in Hollister, Mo., Feb. 4, 1877, and came to Pomona 46 years ago.  Before
going into business for himself in 1925.  Mr. Fortner was employed as a refrigeration engineer in
the citrus industry.

An amateur gardener and writer, he maintained a flower garden at his home. and wrote a
weekly column entitled "Waste Basket" for the Leader & Press newspaper in Springfield, Mo.

Surviving him are two daughters, Mrs. Fern Stubblefield of Shawnee, Okla., and Mrs.
Dike Hottinger of Pomona; five sons, Earl N. Fortner, Cletus L. Fortner, Fred M. Fortner, all of
Pomona; Herbert G. Fortner of Eugene, Ore., and Roy A. Fortner of Alhambra; one sister, Mrs.
Harry West of Pomona: Many grandchildren, and several great grandchildren.

Funeral services will be held next Monday morning at 10:30 o'clock in Pierce Brothers
Pomona Chapel.  The Rev Ira Stover and the Rev. Marie Miles of the Church of God will offici-
ate.  Burial will be made in Evergreen Cemetery, La Verne, beside the remains of Mr. Fortner's
wife, Dora, who passed away two years ago.
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THE SURPRISING OZARKS
Published - 1987
By: Joe Anderson

This book was written about 35 years after Amons death.  Joe Anderson was the editor of
the "Over the Ozarks" column in the Springfield Daily News.  Over the years the Waste Basket
changed names a few times and now it was called "Over the Ozarks", and Amon was still re-
membered in 1987.  I have seen his work referenced several times over the years, here is an ex-
ample.  This was a chapter in his book simply named FORTNER.

FORTNER

Although sparse some years, April showers renew a natural phenomenon the Ozarkers
take for granted and visitors view with wonder.

Varying from a trickle to an astounding 840 million gallons daily, some of the more than
150 springs scattered through southwest Missouri perform the year around, boiling, bubbling,
disappearing, reappearing and forming gemlike pools of unbelieveable blue.

Their woodland settings lack the hoopla and trappings that typically attract tourists, but
nevertheless they draw thousands of enchanted viewers each summer.  Once admired, an Ozarks
spring is not easily forgotten.

And it is not easily duplicated, as a wealthy California book publisher discovered several
years ago.

A native of the Ozarks, he yearned so deeply for the forests and springs of his boyhood
that he invested a fortune in an attempt to recreate them on his West Coast estate.

The publisher had a tunnel dug into the side of a hill for a quarter of a mile until it met a
deep well.  To add to the illusion of a spring, he built a clapboard spring house at the mouth of
the tunnel.

The water wasn't as cool as the spring that had chilled the milk, butter, cream and water-
melons at his childhood home, so refrigeration equipment, a water softener and a filtration plant
were installed.

Finally satisfied, the publisher invited visitors to drink from his "genuine" spring with a
gourd hanging invitingly on a tree limb.  If they didn't seem impressed, he assured them he had
to dig all the way back to the Ozarks hills to bring the spring to California.
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"Maybe it would have been simpler just to move back to the hills, but the fellow showed
determination," said his neighbor, A.J. Fortner, another transplanted Ozarker and longtime con-
tributor to one of the most venerable fixtures in The Daily News, the Over the Ozarks column.

The feature owes its longevity to unusual people like Fortner, who offer lifetimes of
memories, poems and almost-forgotten history without reward.  Over the years, the column has
changed little, except in name.  Older fans still remember it as the "Wastebasket -- into which are
often tossed things worthwhile."

Some of those things have been tossed long distances to hit the basket.

For 46 years after he moved to California from the Ozarks, Fortner kept his contributions
coming.  He refused to relinquish his link with a region he credited with adding years to his life.

Crippled by infantile paralysis, Fortner was 6 years old when his parents moved to Eure-
ka Springs from another Arkansas town, hoping the area's mineral springs would help the young-
ster grow stronger.  He was barely able to walk when they moved into a little cabin near Basin
Spring.

Each day, his mother carried home a dishpan filled with fresh spring water to bathe her
son.  But the boy was too young to share her faith in the springs and seemed to lack the will to
live.

"I had overheard my parents discuss my probable death in broken tones many times,"
Fortner later recalled.  "They already had six precious children sleeping in early graves scattered
through the Ozarks hills where they had lived.  And I would be the next to go, they felt.  I just
didn't care. . ."

Then on a sunny April morning, the youngster heard a church bell pealing on a hilltop
high above his home.

"An intense longing entered my childish heart, and I got out all alone to climb that
rugged hill.  The way was so steep and painful I often had to touch the ground with both hands as
if were climbing a ladder.

"After many rests, I made it to the top and entered a little unpainted chapel, where I sat
through the service.  At the end, I heard those people sing. . .

'My heavenly home is bright and fair.
I feel like traveling on.

No pain nor death can enter there.
I feel like traveling on . . .
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"If ever I have gotten religion in my entire life, it was in that very hour in the little church
on the hilltop.  It was then I knew I wasn't going to die.  Child that I was, my courage was amaz-
ing, and before the song ended I was voicing that last line with the rest.

"In no time at all I was climbing all over the hills, ever eager to see what might be in the
hollow just beyond.  I picked huckleberries and blackberries, caught minnows in the creek and
lived the life of the average boy in the hills."

Fortner lived to be 75, frequently praising the Ozarks and urging others to move to the
hills and "really live."

"I feel I owe my life - - or at least 69 years of it - - to Eureka Springs," he said.

Joe Clayton




